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Administrative/Biographical History:
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information

Processing Note
Nitrate negatives and glass slides scanned in 2012. Many empty negative envelopes were found in the boxes containing prints and negatives. These have been kept at the end of the collection in case the information on them relates to the images.

Separated Materials
Nitrate negatives removed to freezer. Glass plates shelved with other glass materials.

RELATED MATERIALS
Point Hope Photographs, B1996.034
FIC Collection, B2008.013.75-116
Arthur Watrous Photograph, B2011.004
SUBJECTS
Watrous, Everett, 1905-1970
Watrous, Myrtle, 1903-1995
Teachers—Alaska
Inupiat—Alaska
Inupiat—Dwellings
Hunting—Alaska
Whaling—Alaska
Reindeer herding—Alaska
Umiaks
Point Hope (Alaska)
Akutan (Alaska)
Ukivok (Alaska)
Unalaska (Alaska)
Diomede Islands (Alaska and Russia)
White Mountain (Alaska)
Sanak Islands (Alaska)

Detailed Description of the Collection

Series 1: Glass lantern slides
B1
1.1 – c. Rand McNally & Co. [map of Alaska]
1.2 – c. Rand McNally & Co. [map of Alaska superimposed on continental United States]
1.3 – [time-lapse photography of midnight sun. Tinted]
1.4 – [tundra flowers. Tinted. Neg .2.19]
1.5 – [tundra flowers and grasses. Tinted. Neg .2.18]
1.6 – [Inupiat woman wearing print parka with fur trim seated with young girl outside tent. Tinted. Neg .2.23]
1.7 – [person bending over skin on summer tundra, seal float at left, dogs in dog yard in background, building in distance. Tinted. Neg .2.544]
1.8 – [Inupiat children sitting on tundra with litter of puppies, buildings in distance. Tinted. Neg .2.73]
1.9 – [two Inupiat women wearing print parkas standing on tundra, one carrying baby, young child standing in front. Tinted. Neg .2.330]
1.10 – [scenic of rock spires along coast, drift ice in water. Tinted. Neg .2.16]
1.11 – [Inupiat boy sitting on beach holding tool, possibly stone adze, can and bowl on rocks at right. Tinted. Neg .2.63]
1.12 – [Inupiat man in kayak in water with drift ice. Tinted. Neg .2.259]
1.13 – [young Inupiat boy sitting on walrus carcass on beach. Tinted. Neg .2.618]
1.14 – [Inupiat elder wearing Western style clothing and mukluks standing on beach near umiak, paddles at left, seal poke or float on ground. Tinted. Neg .2.616]
1.15 – [Inupiat woman using needle and thread or sinew to repair hole in umiak covering. Tinted. Neg .2.612]
1.16 – [Inupiat elder wearing skin parka, possibly fur-lined, seated on tundra, wood planks in background. Tinted. Neg .2.379]
1.17 – [reindeer herd. Tinted. Neg .2.346]
1.18 – [steamship at anchor off beach. Tinted. Neg .2.371]
1.19 – [reindeer herd in winter. Tinted. Neg .2.347]
1.20 – [four-masted sailing ship under way, man in small skiff being towed by another boat in foreground at right, schooner C.S. Holmes. Tinted. Neg .2.557]
1.21 – [group of Inupiat men and women gathered on tundra, person in foreground carrying large load on back, pile of supplies in background. Tinted. Has print]
1.22 – [two Inupiat boys posed on tundra in winter, one wearing cloth parka, one wearing cloth parka with fur trim. Tinted. Neg .2.47]
1.23 – [Inupiat woman, possibly with chin tattoos, seated indoors near bookshelves, possibly sewing parkas. Tinted. Neg .2.267]
1.24 – [person wearing parka standing on tundra in winter under aurora, buildings in background. Tinted. Neg .2.357]
1.25 – [scenic of sunrise or sunset. Tinted. Neg .2.356]
1.26 – [Inupiat barabara or dwelling in winter. Tinted. Neg .2.53]
1.27 – [two umiak frames on wooden rack in winter. Tinted. Neg .2.48]
1.28 – [two Inupiat men and white man posed on tundra with two dogs pulling sled, drying platform or grave marker at left. Tinted. Neg .2.296]
1.29 – [several people standing outside next to building with large dog team pulling sled. Tinted. Has print]
1.30 – [scenic of ice chunks piled up along shoreline. Tinted. Neg .2.33]
1.31 – [man wearing parka and mukluks posed on tundra in winter. Tinted. Neg .2.21]
1.32 – [distant view of woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, wearing parka, standing near large ice ridge. Tinted. Neg .2.516]
1.33 – [view down shore to two umiaks hauled out onto ice. Tinted. Neg .2.673]
1.34 – [Inupiat man wearing sunglasses seated on ice holding rifle, umiak in background. Tinted. Neg .2.86]
1.35 – [dog lying on tundra. Tinted. Neg .2.474]
1.36 – [close-up of umiak, showing poles, seal floats, and other items in boat. Tinted. Neg .2.81]
1.37 – [three men posed on tundra with sled, dog team lying down at left, small tent in background. Tinted. Neg .2.766]
1.38 – [two Inupiat men wearing white parkas with fur trim seated on reindeer blankets on tundra, one man wearing visor and looking at sheaf of papers. Tinted. Neg .2.80]
1.39 – [six Inupiat men in umiak. Tinted. Neg .2.90]
1.40 – [Inupiat man wearing fur parka and mukluks seated on tundra, possibly holding dead bird. Tinted. Neg .2.82]
1.41 – [small tent on tundra, two umiaks hauled out onto ice at left. Tinted. Neg .2.264]
1.42 – [group of men hauling walrus carcass towards small tent on tundra. Tinted. Neg .2.410]
1.43 – [group of men hauling carcass or bundle of meat across tundra, other men working at left and right. Tinted. Neg .2.639]
1.44 – [close-up of rope down ice hole, men seated in background. Tinted. Neg .2.113]
B2
1.45 – [group of people gathered around whale carcass, one person posed on top. Tinted. Neg .2.117]
1.46 – [two Inupiat men wearing sunglasses sitting in umiak pulled up to whale carcass, meat being cut in water. Tinted. Neg .2.88]
1.47 – [close-up of men pulling on whale carcass tied to ice, man in umiak in background. Tinted. Neg .2.89]
1.48 – [men hauling on rope lines, probably attached to whale carcass out of image frame at left. Tinted. Neg .2.87]
1.49 – [two men in umiak pulled up to whale carcass, seal float on water at right, two people on shore at left cutting whale. Tinted. Neg .2.116]
1.50 – [scenic of shore ice. Tinted. Neg .2.35]
1.51 – [whale carcass tied to shore ice, umiak pulled up next to it, birds flying over carcass. Tinted. Neg .2.662]
1.52 – [scenic of shore ice. Tinted. Neg .2.517]
1.53 – [umiak on shore ice, paddles up. Tinted. Neg .2.91]
1.54 – [men in umiak pulled up to whale carcass, seal float on water at left. Tinted. Neg .2.663]
1.55 – [three-masted ship anchored off shore. Tinted. Neg .2.372]
1.56 – [tundra flowers. Tinted. Neg .2.20]
1.57 – [two young boys posed with dog in entry to barabara or dwelling in winter. Tinted. Neg .2.76]
1.58 – [ventilation hole for barabara or subterranean chamber. Tinted. Neg .2.313]
1.59 – [group portrait of Inupiat men and women posed outdoors in summer, one man wearing Western style clothing, three women wearing fur-trimmed kuspuks. Tinted. Neg .2.321]
1.60 – [drummers and others seated under umiak on tundra in summer, canvas wind break behind umiak. Tinted. Cf. .1.75]
1.61 – [double-masted ship at anchor, Northland. Tinted. Neg .2.265]
1.62 – [Inupiat man wearing fur parka and mukluks standing outdoors holding two large sheaves of baleen, buildings in background. Tinted. Neg .2.100]
1.63 – [scenic of ice and clouds. Tinted. Neg .2.472]
1.64 – [scenic of coastal cliff. Tinted. Neg .2.17]
1.65 – [reindeer herd. Tinted. Neg .2.332]
1.66 – [Inupiat man wearing sunglasses and white parka with fur trim reclining in umiak on ice. Tinted. Neg .2.670]
1.67 – [partially butchered carcass, possibly walrus, on tundra outside dwelling or cache made with whalebone. Tinted. Neg .2.93]
1.68 – [two young Inupiat girls wearing print kuspuks standing on tundra near group of people, whalebones in background. Tinted. Neg .2.125]
1.69 – [group gathered on tundra near pile of whale meat, whalebones at right. Tinted. Neg .2.94]
1.70 – [two Inupiat women on tundra holding metal basin filled with meat. Tinted. Neg .2.457]
1.71 – [young Inupiat boy wearing kuspuk standing on tundra holding possibly muktuk. Tinted. Neg .2.126]
1.72 – [blanket toss on tundra in summer, American flag flying from whalebone post at left, probably Nulakatuk. Tinted. Neg .2.95]
1.73 – [similar to .1.72. Tinted. Neg .2.428]
1.74 – [blanket toss on tundra, ocean in background. Tinted. Neg .2.97]
1.75 – [similar to .1.60. Tinted. Neg .2.96]
1.76 – [Inupiat men dancing on tundra, possibly umiak in background. Tinted. Neg .2.444]
1.77 – [similar to .1.72. Tinted]

**Series 2: Nitrate negatives**

**B3**
2.1 – 3. Tillie & Harry mending kayak. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man and woman sitting on top of dwelling or barabara with umiak frame, buildings in background]
2.2 – Making a canoe. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man using stone adze to cut wood, shavings on tundra near him, whalebone drying rack in background, buildings in distance]
2.3 – Making a canoe. E.J. Watrous [three Inupiat men on tundra, one seated planing wood, one bending wood in background, one standing at left, whalebones in background, umiak construction?]
2.4 – 5. E.J. Watrous [time-lapse photography of midnight sun]
2.5 – 18. E.J. Watrous [person standing next to automobile parked outside building. Original neg deteriorated. Has print]
2.6 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [scenic of rock formation on coast. Has print]
2.7 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.6]
2.8 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [scenic of beach and cliff along shoreline]
2.9 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.6]
2.10 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.8]
2.11 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [scenic of coastline]
2.12 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [scenic of coastline]
2.14 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.8]
2.15 – 23. E.J. Watrous [portrait of Inupiat woman wearing striped kuspuk seated indoors showing her teeth]
2.17 – 9. Cape Thompson. E.J. Watrous [scenic of cliffs along coast. Cf. .1.64. has print]
2.18 – 10. Flowers. E.J. Watrous [tundra flowers and grasses. Cf. .1.5. has print]
2.19 – 10. Flowers. E.J. Watrous [tundra flowers. Cf. .1.4. has print]
2.20 – 10. Flowers. E.J. Watrous [tundra flowers. Cf. .1.56. has print]
2.21 – 11. East end of point. E.J. Watrous [man wearing parka and mukluks posed on tundra in winter. Cf. .1.31]
2.22 – 13. Old people. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man wearing fur parka standing next to open door of wood-shingled building in summer, wheelbarrow at left]
2.23 – 13. Old people. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat woman wearing print parka with fur trim seated with young girl outside tent. Cf. .1.6]
2.24 – 13. Old people. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man and woman posed seated indoors, woman with chin tattooing]
2.25 – 16. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man seated on tundra working wood, possibly for umiak frame]
2.26 – 16. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat men on tundra working wood, possibly for umiak frame, man in foreground wearing eyeglasses, using adze, and sitting on reindeer blanket]
2.27 – 16. E.J. Watrous [cliff dwellings on King Island as seen from water]
2.28 – 16. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.26]
2.29 – 16. E.J. Watrous [several men working on umiak frame, saws on ground in center, woman and child standing in background]
2.30 – Pack ice, 1/50. 16. E.J. Watrous [scenic of surf along beach, person in water in distance. Original neg deteriorated]
2.31 – Pack ice, 1/50. 16. E.J. Watrous [scenic of ice chunks along shoreline. Original neg deteriorated]
2.32 – Pack ice, 1/50. 16. E.J. Watrous [scenic of ice formations]
2.33 – Pack ice, 1/50. 16. E.J. Watrous [scenic of ice chunks along shoreline. Cf. .1.30]
2.34 – Pack ice, 1/50. 16. E.J. Watrous [scenic of ice formations. Original neg deteriorated]
2.35 – Pack ice, 1/50. 16. E.J. Watrous [scenic of the shoreline. Cf. .1.50]
2.36 – 22. Grace, Nigawanna, pipes. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat women wearing fur-trimmed kuspuks and smoking pipes posed on tundra, stack of canned goods on ground including evaporated milk, building in background. Has print]
2.37 – 22. Grace, Nigawanna, pipes. E.J. Watrous [same women as in .2.36, laughing]
2.38 – Tackle anchored in ice. 28, E.J. Watrous [white man and woman wearing fur parkas and mukluks posed on tundra in winter, woman pulling infant in small sled made from wood crates, possibly Everett, Myrtle, and Arthur Watrous]
2.39 – Tackle anchored in ice. 28, E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.38]
2.40 – Tackle anchored in ice. 28, E.J. Watrous [white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, standing on boardwalk near beach, water in background]
2.41 – Tackle anchored in ice. 28, E.J. Watrous [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing eyeglasses, suit, and necktie, posed outside building in winter]
2.42 – Tackle anchored in ice. 28, E.J. Watrous [family, possibly Everett, Myrtle, and Arthur Watrous posed next to building in winter]
2.43 – Tackle anchored in ice. 28, E.J. Watrous [family, possibly Everett, Myrtle, and Arthur Watrous posed next to building in summer, same building as in .2.42. Cf. .2.40]
2.44 – Tackle anchored in ice. 28, E.J. Watrous [group gathered on tundra, men cutting whale meat in center, people sitting under umiak in background at left, probably Nulakatuk]
2.45 – 24. Ice in fall. E.J. Watrous [scenic of surf on beach. Has print]
2.46 – 24. Ice in fall. E.J. Watrous [scenic of ice chunks in surf along beach]
2.47 – 28. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat boys posed on tundra in winter, one wearing cloth parka, one wearing cloth parka with fur trim. Cf. .1.22, .2.77]
2.48 – 29. E.J. Watrous [two umiak frames on wooden rack in winter. Cf. .1.27]
2.49 – 30. Igloos, sod houses. E.J. Watrous [barabara or dwelling in summer]
2.50 – 30. Igloos, sod houses. E.J. Watrous [interior of dwelling, view down hallway with wood plank floor and whalebone supports, door in distance, person hiding behind whalebone at right]
2.51 – 30. Igloos, sod houses. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat woman standing in entrance to barabara or dwelling mostly buried in snow, sled frame over entrance, saw on sled at back]
2.52 – 30. Igloos, sod houses. E.J. Watrous [carcass, possibly walrus, on floor of dwelling, coffee pot at left, wood plank and whalebone supports in background. Cf. .2.56. has print]
2.53 – 30. Igloos, sod houses. E.J. Watrous [exterior of barabara or dwelling in winter, dog tied to whalebone post. Cf. .1.26. has print]
2.54 – 30. Igloos, sod houses. E.J. Watrous [interior of tent or dwelling, with wooden bed frames, lantern at left, evaporated milk crate in center, reindeer mittens hanging at right]
2.55 – 30. Igloos, sod houses. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat women posed outside barabara or dwelling in winter, dog team lying in snow, sled frame at right, blurred figure at left, second dwelling in background]
2.56 – 30. Igloos, sod houses. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.52]
2.57 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [three young Inupiat boys posed outdoors in winter, building at right, two small outhouses or outbuildings in background]
2.58 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat women and young girl, all wearing kuspuks, posed outside barabara or dwelling in summer]
2.59 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [several people on tundra in spring, possibly playing game]
2.60 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [two young Inupiat boys posed on tundra in summer, each holding bottle of Golden. Cf. .2.62, .2.66]
2.61 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [same two boys as in .2.60]
2.62 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.60]
2.63 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat boy sitting on beach holding tool, possibly stone adze, can and bowl on rocks at right. Cf. .1.11]
2.65 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [large Inupiat family posed outside barabara or dwelling in summer, woman and children wearing kuspuks, man wearing fur parka, one boy wearing Western style coat]
2.66 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.60]
2.67 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [young Inupiat boy standing next to tent, holding hides or meat, blanket on ground at right, dog lying in front of tent at left, buildings in background]
2.69 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [four young Inupiat boys seated against wall of building, another boy standing holding bag and offering something]
2.70 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [group of Inupiat people riding in back of truck on tundra]
2.72 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat boy sitting on tundra near dog nursing litter of puppies]
2.74 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [young Inupiat girl in Western style clothing posed outside entrance to barabara or dwelling]
2.75 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat woman and children posed outside entrance to barabara or dwelling, dog on roof in background. Has print]
2.76 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [two young boys posed with dog in entry to barabara or dwelling in winter. Cf. .1.57]
2.77 – 31. Children. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat boys posed on tundra in winter, one wearing cloth parka, one wearing cloth parka with fur trim, both with hands raised. Cf. .2.47. At AFN 2015, boy at left tentatively identified as Koonuk]
2.78 – 34. Skin dance. E.J. Watrous [group of people underneath blanket for blanket toss]
2.80 – 38. Peter & Lennie. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat men wearing white parkas with fur trim seated on reindeer blankets on tundra, one man wearing visor and looking at sheaf of papers. Cf. .1.38. has print]
2.81 – 39. E.J. Watrous [close-up of umiak, showing poles, seal floats, and other items in boat. Cf. .1.36]
2.82 – 40. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man wearing fur parka and mukluks seated on tundra, possibly holding dead bird. Cf. .1.40]
2.83 – 41. Seal hunting. E.J. Watrous [distant view of person walking amid ice chunks, open water on both sides]
2.84 – 41. Seal hunting. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat men holding long poles with hooks standing next to small umiak on runners near open water]
2.85 – 41. Seal hunting. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat men holding long poles with hooks standing on tundra, man in front pulling seal carcass]
2.86 – 41. Seal hunting. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man wearing sunglasses seated on ice holding rifle, umiak in background. Cf. .1.34]
2.87 – 43. E.J. Watrous [men hauling on rope lines, probably attached to whale carcass out of image frame at left. Cf. .1.48]
2.88 – 44. Butcher whale cs. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat men wearing sunglasses sitting in umiak pulled up to whale carcass, meat being cut in water. Cf. .1.46]
2.89 – 44. Butcher whale cs. E.J. Watrous [close-up of men pulling on whale carcass tied to ice, man in umiak in background. Cf. .1.47]
2.91 – 49. E.J. Watrous [umiak on shore ice, paddles up. Cf. .1.53, .2.119. has print]
2.92 – 50. E.J. Watrous [three umiaks on shore ice]
2.93 – 52. E.J. Watrous [interior of meat cache, meat on floor, whalebone supports in background. Cf. .1.67]
2.94 – 55. E.J. Watrous [group gathered on tundra near pile of whale meat, whalebones at right. Cf. .1.69]
2.95 – 57. E.J. Watrous [blanket toss on tundra in summer, American flag flying from whalebone post at left, probably Nulakatuk. Cf. .1.72]
2.96 – 58. E.J. Watrous [drummers and others seated under umiak on tundra in summer, canvas wind break behind umiak. Cf. .1.75]
2.97 – 60. E.J. Watrous [blanket toss on tundra, ocean in background. Cf. .1.74. has print]
2.98 – 61. E.J. Watrous [two Inupiat girls playing on tundra, one jumping on end of board, one stationary. Cf. .2.468]
2.100 – 63. Whale bone. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man wearing fur parka and mukluks standing outdoors holding two large sheaves of baleen, buildings in background. Cf. .1.62. has print]
2.101 – 51. Cutting up whale. E.J. Watrous [bird’s eye view of beach during whale harvest, large group gathered at carcass tied to ice at left, people hauling meat away at right, supplies on ground in center]
2.102 – Wigawunna cutting whale heart. E.J. Watrous [woman bending over on ice, cutting meat. Original neg deteriorated]
2.103 – Cutting whale on ice [group of men using long poles to cut whale meat from carcass tied to shore ice]
2.104 – Cutting whale on ice [rope lines lying on snow, water at right, men hauling meat up from shore, people gathered at left]
2.105 – Cutting whale on ice [men gathered around sled, pile of whale meat at right]
2.106 – Cutting whale on ice [two groups of men pulling on rope lines]
2.107 – Cutting whale on ice [man holding long pole cutting large pieces of whale meat, man smoking pipe in background]
2.108 – Cutting whale on ice [close-up of butchering whale carcass]
2.109 – Whaling canoe in action, watching for whale, 1/25, 8 [group of people in umiak just off shore]
2.110 – Mark, Dan, Hubert at whale feast [three Inupiat men seated on tundra in summer, one wearing driving cap and wool socks, one wearing visor, one wearing sunglasses, other people in background; at AFN 2014, man at left identified as Koonuk]
2.111 – Whale bone, baleen, Peter scrubbing [Inupiat man working with baleen, man standing in water and wiping baleen on dock, buildings in background]
2.112 – Doctor with load of whale meat [original neg too underexposed to determine image]
2.113 – Whale tackle [close-up of rope down ice hole, men seated in background. Cf. .1.44]
2.114 – Whale tackle [Inupiat man standing on ice near rope with block and tackle]
2.115 – Whale tackle [close-up of rope in ice hole, block and tackle on ice. Has print]
2.116 – [two men in umiak pulled up to whale carcass, seal float on water at right, two people on shore at left cutting whale. Cf. .1.49]
2.117 – [group of people gathered around whale carcass, one person posed on top. Cf. .1.45]
2.118 – Making first cut in whale, black whale with blood streaks coming from cut, large slice of blubber being taken out, color of cherry custard ice cream. The muscle meat beneath the thick layer of blubber is the deep wine red, a line is across the body of the whale, men’s pole are natural wood color, man’s parkee white, any color for cap, brown canoe, sea and ice in background, the man wears dark sunglasses [Inupiat man in umiak extended out over whale carcass, man using long pole to cut meat. Cf. .2.655]
2.119 – Jimmy’s canoe that caught whale, 1931 [umiak on shore ice, paddles up, water in background. Cf. .2.91]
2.120 – Jimmy’s canoe that caught whale, 1931 [umiaks on ice near shore, one with paddles up, beach in foreground]
2.121 – Jimmy’s canoe that caught whale, 1931 [close-up of interior of umiak, with poles and rope]
2.122 – Kookowruk’s canoe caught whale, 1931, also on ice when ice had closed in [umiak on summer tundra, paddles up, American flag on pole]
2.123 – Kookowruk’s canoe caught whale, 1931, also on ice when ice had closed in [similar to .2.122]
2.124 – Kookowruk’s canoe caught whale, 1931, also on ice when ice had closed in [umiak on ice, small sled or carrier at right]
2.125 – Arthur Jensen at whale feast & Easter [two young Inupiat girls wearing print kuspuks standing on tundra near group of people, whalebones in background. Cf. .1.68]
2.126 – Arthur Jensen at whale feast & Easter [young Inupiat boy wearing kuspuk standing on tundra holding possibly muktuk. Cf. .1.71]
2.127 – Whaling guns and floats [three Inupiat men sitting on sled frame on ice, man at left holding seal float, paddles, rope, and tools on ice]
2.128 – Whaling guns and floats [two Inupiat men sitting with white woman, possibly Myrtle Everett, on sled frame on ice, woman holding camera, two seal floats, rope, harpoon, and paddles on ice, two people in background]
2.129 – Whaling guns and floats [sleds on ice, larger one set up with blankets, canvas wind break in back, smaller one in front with several rifles]
2.130 – Whale’s tail [large pieces of whale meat on ice]
2.131 – Akutan pictures [white woman, possibly Myrtle Everett, posed next to pine tree in front of building, hill in background. Cf. .2.217, .2.245, .2.248, .2.251-252]
2.132 – Akutan pictures [fishing boat under way in harbor]
2.133 – Akutan pictures [same boat as in .2.132 at small dock, as seen from ship in harbor; At AFN 2015, location identified as Amaknak Island at Unalaska, looking toward Ballyhoo Mountain, also known as Sheep Ranch Hill and Strawberry Hill, with old Whitney and East Point dock]
2.134 – Akutan pictures [white man posed with two white female nurses on steps of building. Cf. .2.230, .2.235]
2.135 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native man and woman posed next to building, man wearing denim bib overalls and eyeglasses]
2.136 – Akutan pictures [submarine ship in bay]
2.137 – Akutan pictures [large steamship anchored in bay, side of building, wire fence, and stone ring on shore in foreground]
2.138 – Akutan pictures [similar to .137]
2.139 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Natives wearing Western style clothing on tundra, possibly harvesting grasses or planting garden. Original neg deteriorated]
2.140 – Akutan pictures [three young boys in rowboat, two jumping off into water. Original neg deteriorated]
2.141 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.139]
2.142 – Akutan pictures [people wearing Western style clothing on tundra, possibly harvesting grasses or planting garden, water and building in background. Original neg deteriorated]
2.143 – Akutan pictures [man and two children sitting on rock on tundra. Original neg deteriorated]
2.144 – Akutan pictures [similar to 2.139]
2.145 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, and dog performing tricks on boardwalk next to building. Cf. .2.153]
2.146 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native boys sitting in tall grasses, Aleutian Islands? Original neg deteriorated]
2.147 – Akutan pictures [group of adults and children gathered outside building with Russian Orthodox Christmas star for starring ceremony. Cf. .2.151]
2.148 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, holding camera, standing on beach, Aleutian Islands?]
2.149 – Akutan pictures [white woman and boy, possibly Myrtle and Arthur Watrous, sitting with dog on boardwalk next to building, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
2.150 – Akutan pictures [white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, sitting with dog on boardwalk next to building, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
2.151 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.147]
2.152 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.147. original image blurry]
2.153 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, and dog performing tricks on boardwalk next to building]
2.154 – Akutan pictures [group of people lined up on beach. Original neg deteriorated. Cf. .2.158]
2.155 – Akutan pictures [submarine ship in bay. Double exposure]
2.156 – Akutan pictures [man, woman, and child in rowboat]
2.157 – Akutan pictures [exterior of Russian Orthodox church, possibly Holy Ascension Orthodox Church at Unalaska]
2.158 – Akutan pictures [group of young people and children lined up on beach]
2.159 – Akutan pictures [white man and boy, possibly Everett and Arthur Watrous, posed on docks]
2.160 – Akutan pictures [white man and boy, possibly Everett and Arthur Watrous, posed between two rock formations]
2.161 – Akutan pictures [white man and boy, possibly Everett and Arthur Watrous, posed on beach with large starfish]
2.162 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native man and child in rowboat near beach]
2.163 – Akutan pictures [white woman and boy, possibly Myrtle and Arthur Watrous, posed with Alaska Native boy on rock formation on beach]
2.164 – Akutan pictures [people wearing Western style clothing on tundra, possibly harvesting grasses or planting garden, water and building in background. Original neg deteriorated]
2.165 – Akutan pictures [two young girls and two young boys playing seesaw with wooden plank laid over metal barrel, water in background. Cf. .2.179]
2.166 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.165]
2.167 – Akutan pictures [boys, including possibly Arthur Watrous, playing in spring or small creek, building at left, water in background]
2.168 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, wearing matching knit cap and sweater, demonstrating with a pole on the beach. Original neg deteriorated. Cf. .2.180, .2.234, .2.236]
2.169 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, standing on wood root cellar or cache, operating pump or hoist, building at right, water in background]
2.170 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.169, boy holding box of Zerolene. Original neg deteriorated]
2.171 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.169]
2.172 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, standing outdoors holding cat, water in background]
2.173 – Akutan pictures [two submarine ships in bay]
2.174 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, sitting outdoors holding dog, wire mesh fence and water in background]
2.175 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.174]
2.176 – Akutan pictures [ship in bay]
2.177 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, wearing hip boots and standing on boardwalk, water in background]
2.178 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, and Alaska Native boy posed on beach, ship in bay in background]
2.179 – Akutan pictures [two young girls and two young boys playing seesaw with wooden plank laid over metal barrel, water in background. Cf. .2.165]
2.180 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, wearing matching knit cap and sweater, demonstrating with a pole on the beach. Cf. .2.168, .2.234, .2.236]
2.181 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, posed with snowman, small shovel in foreground, small root cellar or out building in background]
2.182 – Akutan pictures [bird’s eye view of village. Cf. .2.185. At AFN 2017, identified as Akutan, with church visible as large building in far background]
2.183 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, and Alaska Native girl posed near water, ship in bay in background]
2.184 – Akutan pictures [rooftop view of building complex, possibly Akutan whaling station. Has print]
2.185 – Akutan pictures [bird’s eye view of village in winter, same location as .2.182. Cf. .2.205, .2.232]
2.186 – Akutan pictures [man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing fancy fur parka posed outdoors in summer, water in background]
2.187 – Akutan pictures [scenic of cliffs along coast]
2.188 – Akutan pictures [white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, wearing fur coat, posed outdoors in winter, water in background]
2.189 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.187]
2.190 – Akutan pictures [two Alaska Native boys, one wearing hip boots, posed outdoors in winter, water in background]
2.191 – Akutan pictures [white woman and boy, possibly Myrtle and Arthur Watrous, and two Alaska Native boys posed on beach, possibly collecting driftwood]
2.192 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.188]
2.193 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native family posed indoors, produce and canned goods displayed on table. Original image blurry. Cf. .2.201, .2.210]
2.194 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native family posed outdoors, each holding some household item: dishes, pot, lamp, linens, clock, blanket. Cf. .2.198 et seq.]
2.195 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, holding cat outdoors in winter]
2.196 – Akutan pictures [white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, posed with school girls on building porch, sewing projects hanging from windows]
2.197 – Akutan pictures [bird’s eye view of village buildings; at AFN 2016, location confirmed as Akutan]
2.198 – [similar to .2.194]
2.199 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native family posed indoors, household goods displayed on table. Original image blurry]
2.200 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.194]
2.201 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.193]
2.202 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.194]
2.203 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.188]
2.204 – Akutan pictures [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing suit and necktie, posed outdoors in winter, water in background]
2.205 – Akutan pictures [bird’s eye view of village in winter. Cf. .2.185, .2.232]
2.206 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, posed with large-leaved vegetables in outdoor garden, building in background]
2.207 – Akutan pictures [white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, posed with school children on building porch, Arthur Watrous at lower left]
2.208 – Akutan pictures [school girls seated at desks in classroom weaving baskets]
2.209 – Akutan pictures [four school boys posed on building porch with woodworking projects]
2.210 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.193]
2.211 – Akutan pictures [large vegetable garden, small outbuilding in background]
2.212 – Akutan pictures [large vegetable garden next to building, small outbuilding in background]
2.213 – Akutan pictures [planter boxes in garden with glass-paned covers]
2.214 – Akutan pictures [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing fancy fur parka posed outdoors, water in background]
2.215 – Akutan pictures [white man and woman, possibly Everett and Myrtle Watrous, wearing fancy fur parkas posed outdoors, water in background]
2.216 – Akutan pictures [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing fancy fur parka posed outdoors, water in background]
2.217 – Akutan pictures [white woman, possibly Myrtle Everett, posed next to pine trees in front of building, hill in background. Cf. .2.131, .2.245, .2.248, .2.251-252]
2.218 – Akutan pictures [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing fancy fur parka posed outdoors, water in background]
2.219 – Akutan pictures [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing fancy fur parka posed outdoors, water in background]
2.220 – Akutan pictures [white man and woman, possibly Everett and Myrtle Watrous, wearing fancy fur parkas posed outdoors, water in background]
2.221 – Akutan pictures [two young boys sitting with dog on building porch. Original image blurry]
2.222 – Akutan pictures [man sawing wood on building porch. Original image blurry]
2.223 – Akutan pictures [scenic of bay and hills, boardwalk in foreground. Original neg deteriorated]
2.224 – Akutan pictures [young girl posed next to building. Original image blurry]
2.225 – Akutan pictures [dog on boardwalk, building and mountains in background]
2.226 – Akutan pictures [young boy posed next to building. Original image blurry]
2.227 – Akutan pictures [two small dogs on steps of building]
2.228 – Akutan pictures [scenic of water and coastline as seen from small boat]
2.229 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native woman wearing Western style clothing posed next to pine tree in front of building]
2.230 – Akutan pictures [white man posed with two white female nurses on steps of building. Cf. .2.134, .2.235]
2.231 – Akutan pictures [white woman posed on stone path, boardwalk to buildings at left, church and mountains in background, Unalaska?]
2.232 – Akutan pictures [bird’s eye view of village in winter. Cf. .2.185, .2.205]
2.233 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native woman holding white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, standing on boardwalk, water in background, same woman as in .2.229. Cf. .2.243]
2.234 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, wearing matching knit cap and sweater, brandishing wooden spear or harpoon. Cf. .2.168, .2.180, .2.236. Cropped image, tape on neg indicating end of roll]
2.235 – Akutan pictures [white man posed with white female nurse on steps of building. Cf. .2.134, .2.230]
2.236 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, wearing matching knit cap and sweater, brandishing wooden spear or harpoon. Cf. .2.168, .2.180, .2.234]
2.237 – Akutan pictures [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, posed next to pine tree set up outdoors in winter, water in background]
2.238 – Akutan pictures [white man and woman, possibly Everett and Myrtle Watrous, standing on boardwalk, water in background]
2.239 – Akutan pictures [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, standing on boardwalk in winter, water in background]
2.240 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.239, with dog]
2.241 – Akutan pictures [similar to .2.239]
2.242 – Akutan pictures [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, standing on boardwalk in summer, water in background]
2.243 – Akutan pictures [Alaska Native woman seated on boardwalk railing, water in background. Cf. .2.233]
2.244 – Akutan pictures [white man and boy wearing sailor suit, possibly Everett and Arthur Watrous, with dog performing tricks on boardwalk outside building]
2.245 – Akutan pictures [white woman, possibly Myrtle Everett, posed next to pine tree in front of building, hill in background. Cf. .2.131, .2.217, .2.248, .2.251-252]
2.246 – Akutan pictures [white man, woman, and boy, possibly Everett, Myrtle, and Arthur Watrous, standing on boardwalk outside building, boy wearing sailor suit, blurred dog moving from right to left]
2.247 – American whaling [close-up of partially butchered whale carcass]
2.248 – American whaling [white woman and boy, possibly Myrtle and Arthur Watrous, posed with dog next to pine tree outside building. Cf. .2.131, .2.217, .2.245, .2.251-252]
2.249 – American whaling [close-up of whale carcass with harpoon or hauling hook, Akutan whaling station]
2.250 – American whaling [similar to .2.249]
2.251 – American whaling [white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, posed next to pine tree outside building. Cf. .2.131, .2.217, .2.245, .2.248, .2.252]
2.252 – American whaling [white man, woman, and boy, possibly Everett, Myrtle, and Arthur Watrous, posed with dog next to pine tree outside building. Cf. .2.131, .2.217, .2.245, .2.248, .2.251]
2.253 – American whaling [drift ice in bay]
2.254 – American whaling [man standing next to partially butchered whale carcass, Akutan whaling station]
2.255 – American whaling [men flensing whale, Akutan whaling station]
2.256 – Donald, Lilly, Calvin [Alaska Native family posed outdoors, man wearing white kuspuk, woman wearing fur-trimmed parka, child wearing Western style clothing, building and barrels in background]
2.257 – Donald, Lilly, Calvin [same woman as in .2.256, now carrying infant in parka]
2.258 – Charlie in kayak, #20 [Alaska Native man in kayak paddling through drift ice]
2.259 – Charlie in kayak, #20 [similar to .2.258. cf. .1.12]
2.260 – Charlie in kayak, #20 [Alaska Native man standing on beach next to two carcasses, possibly walrus, same man as in .2.258-259. Has print]
2.261 – Charlie in kayak, #20 [Alaska Native man carrying kayak over beach, same man as in .2.258-260]
2.262 – [Alaska Native woman and three children. Original neg deteriorated]
2.263 – [Alaska Native woman wearing Western style clothing holding infant seated indoors, walls papered with newspaper]
2.264 – [bird’s eye view of tent on ice, umiaks pulled on shore at left. Cf. .1.41]
2.265 – Northland [double-masted ship at anchor. Cf. .1.61]
2.266 – Northland [more distant view of same ship as in .2.265]
2.267 – Grace sewing Everett’s parka [Inupiat woman, possibly with chin tattoos, seated indoors near bookshelves, sewing parkas. Cf. .1.23]
2.268 – Grace sewing Everett’s parka [similar to .2.267]
2.269 – On the way home, 1933 [distant view of buildings across summer tundra, Point Hope?]
2.270 – On the way home, 1933 [scenic with water. Original neg deteriorated]
2.271 – On the way home, 1933 [two white men, one wearing suit, one wearing leather jacket, standing under large deciduous tree, not Alaska]
2.272 – On the way home, 1933 [two young boys wearing shorts posed next to building, not Alaska]
2.273 – On the way home, 1933 [white man, woman, and two boys posed next to building, not Alaska]
2.274 – On the way home, 1933 [white man, two women, and three children posed outdoors, not Alaska]
2.275 – On the way home, 1933 [white woman, two men, and three children posed outdoors, not Alaska]
2.276 – On the way home, 1933 [white man, woman, and two boys posed on building steps in winter, not Alaska]
2.277 – On the way home, 1933 [scenic with rock formations. Original neg underexposed]
2.278 – On the way home, 1933 [view down cliff face, stilt dwellings at left, King Island. Original image blurry]
2.279 – On the way home, 1933 [person posed on rock along shore. Original neg damaged]
2.280 – On the way home, 1933 [scenic of rock formations along coast. Original neg underexposed]
2.281 – On the way home, 1933 [view down cliff face past dwellings, King Island. Original image blurry]
2.282 – On the way home, 1933 [neg too underexposed to determine image]
2.283 – On the way home, 1933 [man with kayak frame being stored under dwelling, building in background, King Island?]
2.284 – On the way home, 1933 [double exposure. Alaska Native men working on umiak, men hauling carcass onto beach]
2.285 – On the way home, 1933 [low brush. original neg underexposed]
2.286 – On the way home, 1933 [scenic of coastline]
2.287 – On the way home, 1933 [village on steep shore as seen from water, Little Diomede? Original image blurry]
2.288 – Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family [Inupiat woman wearing fur-trimmed kuspuk carrying infant posed on tundra in winter, wire mesh fence in background, buildings in distance. has print]
2.289 – Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family [two Inupiat women wearing fur-trimmed kuspaks and mukluks posed next to building in summer]
2.290 – Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family [Inupiat man, woman, and child sitting on tundra in summer, man wearing driving cap, mukluks, and fur parka with walrus-tusk gussets and holding camera, woman wearing fur-trimmed kuspuk and knit cap. Has print]
2.291 – Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family [Inupiat woman wearing mukluks and fancy fur parka with geometric decoration posed next to building in summer]
2.292 – Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family [Inupiat woman wearing fur-trimmed parka seated on building steps]
2.293 – Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family [two Inupiat women seated on building steps, both wearing fur-trimmed kuspaks and mukluks. Has print]
2.294 – Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family [two Inupiat women posed with four children on tundra in summer, buildings in background. Has print]
2.295 – Mrs. Kawanna cutting up seal [Inupiat woman and two children on tundra in summer, woman cutting meat, sled frame at right, barabara and buildings in background, Point Hope? Has print]
2.296 – Travel [two Inupiat men and white man posed on tundra with two dogs pulling sled, drying platform or grave marker at left. Cf. .1.28]
2.297 – Travel [Inupiat family posed on sled, buildings in background, Point Hope? Has print]
2.298 – Nashugluke’s tools [exterior of barabara or dwelling nearly buried in snow, shovel in snowbank at left]
2.299 – Daisy Lane cutting ugruk [Inupiat woman seated on tundra cutting meat, pans on ground, small child standing at right, whalebones in background. Cf. .2.303]
2.300 – Daisy Lane cutting ugruk [Inupiat woman seated on tundra removing intestines from carcass, child standing at left, canvas windbreak in background, same woman as in .2.299]
2.301 – Daisy Lane cutting ugruk [similar to .2.300]
2.302 – Daisy Lane cutting ugruk [Inupiat woman cutting seal meat seated on tundra, sled frame being used as windbreak, two young children standing behind, one possibly holding inflated organ]
2.303 – Daisy Lane cutting ugruk [similar to .2.299]
2.304 – Chicken’s walrus, Ida and Daisy cutting it up [Inupiat woman and two children on beach near walrus carcass]
2.305 – Chicken’s walrus, Ida and Daisy cutting it up [two women butchering walrus carcass, same location as .2.304]
2.306 – Cutting the whale [large group of men and women on beach pulling on ropes to haul in carcass]
2.307 – Cutting the whale [men on beach with partially butchered carcass, possibly beluga whale]
2.308 – Carl Hank’s dogs tied up, teams from Point Lay tied up [dog lying on beach with litter of puppies. Has print]
2.309 – Carl Hank’s dogs tied up, teams from Point Lay tied up [dog with litter of puppies in dog yard, tied to whalebone post. Has print]
2.310 – Carl Hank’s dogs tied up, teams from Point Lay tied up [dog team staked out in snow in front of dwelling or barabara in winter, sled frame in background at right]
2.311 – Carl Hank’s dogs tied up, teams from Point Lay tied up [several dog teams staked out on ice, sled in background]
2.312 – Ancient ruins, door in the floor [grave marker or barabara roof, with piled driftwood, half of a mask, tools, and pans or baskets]
2.313 – Ancient ruins, door in the floor [ventilation hole for subterranean chamber. Cf. .1.58, .2.316]
2.314 – Ancient ruins, door in the floor [whalebones and wood posts in tundra, possibly dwelling foundation]
2.315 – Ancient ruins, door in the floor [white man and woman posed on tundra near ruins of dwelling, woman wearing fur-trimmed kuspuk and knit hat, man wearing knit cap, mittens, and checkered socks. Cf. .2.449]
2.316 – Ancient ruins, door in the floor [ventilation hole for subterranean chamber. Cf. .2.313]
2.317 – Ancient ruins, door in the floor [similar to .2.316]
2.318 – Mark and Kitty, wedding pictures, hazing and peanut dole [Inupiat man standing on tundra, leaning over burlap sack, young girl looking into sack, other girls in line at right, tent in background at left]
2.319 – Mark and Kitty, wedding pictures, hazing and peanut dole [distant view of large group of people on tundra, buildings in background, photographer’s shadow in foreground, Point Hope?]
2.320 – Mark and Kitty, wedding pictures, hazing and peanut dole [Inupiat man and woman posed on tundra in summer, man wearing driving cap and suit and holding box, woman wearing fur-trimmed parka with geometric decoration]
2.321 – Mark and Kitty, wedding pictures, hazing and peanut dole [same couple as in .2.320 posed with five other people. Cf. .1.59]
2.322 – Mark and Kitty, wedding pictures, hazing and peanut dole [seven people on sled in winter, building in background. Original image blurry]
2.323 – Chester and Paulie and families leaving to go aboard Northland for Kivalina [Alaska Native family posed on beach, wearing mix of traditional and Western style clothing]
2.324 – Chester and Paulie and families leaving to go aboard Northland for Kivalina [Alaska Native man loading dog into umiak, second dog on beach preparing to jump in, second man steadying umiak, men paddling boat in background. Has print]
2.325 – Chester and Paulie and families leaving to go aboard Northland for Kivalina [large group of Alaska Native men and women in large umiak, sled frame and dogs in boat]
2.326 – Longshoring [group of Alaska Native men and women gathered on beach, pile of crates in background]
2.327 – Longshoring [Alaska Native men and women picnicking on beach, seated people eating and drinking, woman standing next to stove with two kettles, metal barrels in foreground, people on tundra in background]
2.328 – Longshoring [several dog teams on tundra in summer, woman sitting on sled in center, buildings in background, Point Hope?]
2.329 – Eskimo baby carriages [young Alaska Native girl carrying infant in oversize parka, posed on tundra in winter, buildings in background, Point Hope? Has print]
2.330 – Eskimo baby carriages [two Inupiat woman wearing fur-trimmed kuspuks standing on tundra in summer, one carrying child, second child standing in front. Cf. .1.9]
2.331 – Eskimo baby carriages [Inupiat man wearing visor and fur parka with walrus-tusk gussets carrying child on shoulders, posed on tundra in summer. At AFN 2022, people identified as Coastal, possibly from Wales, because of two white stripes that represent walrus tusks.]
2.332 – Reindeer [reindeer herd. cf. .1.65]
2.333 – Reindeer [reindeer in pen with wooden fence]
2.334 – Reindeer [similar to .2.333]
2.335 – Reindeer [similar to .2.333]
2.336 – Reindeer [reindeer running across tundra, pen in background]
2.337 – Reindeer [similar to .2.333]
2.338 – Reindeer [reindeer herd]
2.339 – Reindeer [similar to .2.338]
2.340 – Reindeer [similar to .2.338]
2.341 – Reindeer [reindeer herd on tundra, building in background. Has print]
2.342 – Reindeer [similar to .2.341. has print]
2.343 – Reindeer [Alaska Native man running across beach towards reindeer on rope]
2.344 – Reindeer [reindeer herd making water crossing]
2.345 – Reindeer [reindeer herd making water crossing]
2.346 – Reindeer [reindeer herd. cf. .1.17. Has print]
2.347 – Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk [reindeer herd in winter, with calves, Ayugatak? Cf. .1.19]
2.348 – Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk [similar to .2.347. has print]
2.349 – Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk [similar to .2.347]
2.350 – Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk [similar to .2.347]
2.351 – Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk [similar to .2.347. Original neg deteriorated]
2.352 – Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk [similar to .2.347]
2.353 – Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk [similar to .2.347. Original neg deteriorated]
2.354 – Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk [distant view of tents on tundra, dog team staked in front, laundry on clothesline at right, mountains in background]
2.355 – Winter sun, last of Nov. at noon [sunset over distant buildings on winter tundra, Point Hope? Original neg deteriorated]
2.356 – Winter sun & sky [sunset on tundra. Cf. .1.25]
2.357 – Winter sun & sky [person wearing parka standing on tundra in winter under aurora, buildings in background. Cf. .1.24]
2.358 – Winter sun & sky [original neg too underexposed to determine image]
2.359 – Midnight sun, 1933 [time-lapse photography of midnight sun]
2.360 – Midnight sun, 1933 [similar to .2.359]
2.361 – Midnight sun, 1933 [similar to .2.359]
2.362 – Whale bone, oonasik sikok, oon ah sik si kok [Inupiat woman standing on tundra in summer next to large whalebone pole with several holes in it, buildings in background, Point Hope?]
2.363 – Whale bone, oonasik sikok, oon ah sik si kok [similar to .2.362]
2.364 – Meat cellars, drying meat [drying rack on tundra in summer, whalebones and barabaras in background]
2.365 – Meat cellars, drying meat [Inupiat man and woman at entrance to subterranean cache, pile of whale meat in center, buildings in background, Point Hope? Cf. .2.368]
2.366 – Meat cellars, drying meat [close-up of meat. Has print]
2.367 – Meat cellars, drying meat [close-up of meat. Original image blurry]
2.368 – Meat cellars, drying meat [similar to .2.367]
2.369 – Meat cellars, drying meat [Inupiat man and woman at entrance to subterranean cache, man holding whale meat by handholds cut into flesh. Cf. .2.365]
2.370 – Ships [distant view of umiak paddling out to steamship at anchor, surf in foreground]
2.371 – Ships [steamship at anchor off beach. Cf. .1.18]
2.372 – Ships [three-masted ship at anchor. Cf. .1.55]
2.373 – Graveyard, chief’s grave [distant view of whalebone or wood construction on tundra, grave marker in cemetery]
2.374 – Graveyard, chief’s grave [whalebone platform or grave marker on summer tundra in foreground, reindeer pen and buildings in background]
2.375 – Graveyard, chief’s grave [two wooden graves marked with crosses on summer tundra near water]
2.376 – Weevok, Dr. Drigg’s place, also grave [wooden cross in snow. Original neg deteriorated]
2.377 – Weevok, Dr. Drigg’s place, also grave [distant view of barabara or dwelling in winter, sled in center, building at left]
2.378 – Samaroova [Inupiat elder wearing skin parka, possibly fur-lined, seated on tundra, wood planks in background]
2.379 – Samaroova [similar to .2.378. Cf. .1.16]
2.380 – King Island [view up cliff face to stilt dwelling]
2.381 – King Island [men carrying packs climbing up rocks on cliff face, two dogs alongside, stilt dwellings above]
2.382 – King Island [view down cliff face to umiak in water pulled up to small walkway and stairway at right, dog near stairs, men on rocks]
2.383 – King Island [view up cliff face, man posed on rocks with dogs at left, umiak on rack, stilt dwellings and large building above. Original image blurry]
2.384 – Dices walrus, cutting & putting in boat, walrus hunting [Inupiat men butchering carcass on ice]
2.385 – Dices walrus, cutting & putting in boat, walrus hunting [Inupiat men pulling umiak into shore]
2.386 – Dices walrus, cutting & putting in boat, walrus hunting [three Inupiat men in umiak pulled up to shore, other men standing on ice, one holding rope with block and tackle, second umiak pulled onto ice in background]
2.387 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [Inupiat man standing on sled runners, crates and seal carcasses or pokes on sled, rope attached to sled leading off to right]
2.388 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [men hauling umiak over ice ridges]
2.389 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [men pushing umiak on sled over smooth ice]
2.390 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [umiak on ice]
2.391 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [dog team pulling man on sled and umiak on runners across ice]
2.392 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [men hauling umiak over ice ridges]
2.393 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [man on runners of sled pulling umiak over ice, three men next to umiak]
2.394 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [dog team on ice, man bending over sled at center, umiak at left. Original neg deteriorated. Has print]
2.395 – Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time [dog team lying on ice, harnessed to umiak stuck on ice ridge in background, two men next to umiak, one man seated on ice smoking pipe]
2.396 – Bob setting hooks for kittiwakes or seagulls, 1/50, 8. Bob’s clothing: tan parka cover, seal skin pants light gray, almost white, red band at bottom of parka cover, dark brown boots
with white band at top [Inupiat man bending over ice hole, two strings with hooks on ice, near pile of meat. Has print]
2.397 – Cooking on ice, Patty cutting seal [three Inupiat men in ice next to portable stove, one man pouring coffee, one man holding pan of coals, one man possibly holding meat, umiak at left. At AFN 2022, location identified as whaling camp on North Coast. Original neg deteriorated]
2.398 – Cooking on ice, Patty cutting seal [Inupiat woman butchering carcass on ice, possibly seal, tent at left]
2.399 – Cooking on ice, Patty cutting seal [distant view of person standing next to tent on ice, umiak at left, sled at right]
2.400 – Cooking on ice, Patty cutting seal [kettle on portable stove set up on ice, small sled carrying bag at left, umiak at right sheltering wooden crate table and supplies]
2.401 – Cooking on ice, Patty cutting seal [similar to .2.400]
2.402 – Cooking on ice, Patty cutting seal [similar to .2.400, Inupiat man sitting on bucket at right]
2.403 – Andrew & Saturday Evening Post ads [young Inupiat man wearing fur parka with walrus-tusk gussets posed indoors, possibly in tent, magazine advertisements pinned to wall]
2.404 – Andrew & Saturday Evening Post ads [similar to .2.403. has print]
2.405 – Andrew & Saturday Evening Post ads [close-up of magazine advertisement pinned to wall]
2.406 – Andrew & Saturday Evening Post ads [similar to .2.405]
2.407 – Andrew & Saturday Evening Post ads [close-up of magazine advertisements pinned to wall]
2.408 – Andrew & Saturday Evening Post ads [similar to .2.403]
2.409 – Andrew & Saturday Evening Post ads [similar to .2.405]
2.410 – Pulling walrus out of water [Inupiat men hauling walrus carcass to tent on ice, one-legged woman on crutches at right. cf. .1.42]
2.411 – Pulling walrus out of water [Inupiat men hauling walrus carcass over ice, two rifles on ice at left, umiak at right, one man smoking pipe]
2.412 – Pulling walrus out of water [bird’s eye view of Inupiat men hauling walrus carcass over ice]
2.413 – Walrus portraits, brown walrus, ivories, silver whiskers, gray gravel, & cutting walrus [walrus head on ice, two men next to umiak in background]
2.414 – Walrus portraits, brown walrus, ivories, silver whiskers, gray gravel, & cutting walrus [four Inupiat men butchering walrus carcass on beach in summer]
2.415 – Walrus portraits, brown walrus, ivories, silver whiskers, gray gravel, & cutting walrus [close-up of walrus carcass on beach]
2.416 – Walrus portraits, brown walrus, ivories, silver whiskers, gray gravel, & cutting walrus [four Inupiat men butchering walrus carcass on beach in summer]
2.417 – Walrus portraits, brown walrus, ivories, silver whiskers, gray gravel, & cutting walrus [walrus head on ice]
2.418 – Walrus portraits, brown walrus, ivories, silver whiskers, gray gravel, & cutting walrus [two walrus heads on ice, two rifles at left, meat pile next to umiak at right]
2.419 – Walrus portraits, brown walrus, ivories, silver whiskers, gray gravel, & cutting walrus
[walrus head on ice]
2.420 – Rupert’s funeral [large group of people on tundra in winter, two carrying large box,
cross in foreground, whalebone fence in background, funeral in cemetery]
2.421 – Rupert’s funeral [circular area of tundra covered with tarp or hides, snow blocks in
ring around it, cross at right, whalebone fence in background, grave in cemetery]
2.422 – Rupert’s funeral [distant view of group pulling sled across ice, large box on sled,
buildings in background, funeral procession]
2.423 – Rupert’s funeral [several rectangular boxes set beneath large cross on summer tundra,
people gathered at left, whalebone fence in background]
2.424 – Rupert’s funeral [crosses and grave markers in cemetery, grave of Rupert Rock (1917-
1932) in foreground, Point Hope]
2.425 – Rupert’s funeral [several rectangular boxes set beneath large cross on tundra, snow
patches surrounding site, whalebone fence in background]
2.426 – Rupert’s funeral [large group of people digging graves in cemetery, whalebone fence
in background]
2.427 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [blanket toss on tundra, American flag on post in
background, probably Nulakatuk]
2.428 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [blanket toss on tundra, American flag on whalebone
post at left, probably Nulakatuk. Cf. .1.73]
2.429 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.428]
2.430 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.428]
2.431 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.427]
2.432 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.428]
2.433 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [two women in blanket toss on tundra, probably
Nulakatuk]
2.434 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.428]
2.435 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.433]
2.436 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [close-up of blanket toss, American flag at left,
probably Nulakatuk]
2.437 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.436]
2.438 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [close-up of blanket toss, canvas windbreak in
background, probably Nulakatuk]
2.439 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.438]
2.440 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.428]
2.441 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.428]
2.442 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with
splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [blanket toss on tundra, probably Nulakatuk. Has
print]
2.443 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole,
group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands
of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [similar to .2.427]

2.444 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole, group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [Inupiat men dancing on tundra, probably Nulakatuk. Cf. .1.76. has print]

2.445 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole, group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [on image:] In the air [close-up of blanket toss on tundra, probably Nulakatuk. Copy neg of print]

2.446 – Skin tossing, drummers. Grass is green-brown, gray whale bones including flagpole, group represents the colors of the rainbow. It is the most festive occasion of the year. Bands of trimming are of a loud contrasting color or colors. Boots are mostly brown, tan & white with splashes of color in ties and tops. 20-21 [drummers and others sitting under umiak on tundra, canvas windbreak at right and left]

2.447 – Mr. Morlander and Miss Carson. Mr. Morlander & Hawkesworth schoolhouse [white man and woman standing on small boardwalk outside building in winter, woman wearing eyeglasses, knit cap, and parka with fur ruff, possibly holding camera]

2.448 – Mr. Morlander and Miss Carson. Mr. Morlander & Hawkesworth schoolhouse [similar to .2.447]

2.449 – Mr. Morlander and Miss Carson. Mr. Morlander & Hawkesworth schoolhouse [white man and woman sitting on driftwood on beach, man wearing knit cap, mittens, and checkered socks. Cf. .2.315]

2.450 – Mr. Morlander and Miss Carson. Mr. Morlander & Hawkesworth schoolhouse [two white men posed next to building, one man wearing driving cap and parka with chest pockets, one man wearing necktie and holding fur parka]

2.451 – Mr. Morlander and Miss Carson. Mr. Morlander & Hawkesworth schoolhouse [similar to .2.447]

2.452 – Whale feast, dole [group of people gathered on summer tundra, flagpole at left, Nulakatuk]

2.453 – Whale feast, dole [two women wearing parkas bending over bucket on summer tundra, Nulakatuk]

2.454 – Whale feast, dole [four women wearing parkas bending over buckets on summer tundra, Nulakatuk]

2.455 – Whale feast, dole [group of people gathered on summer tundra, possibly umiak in foreground, Nulakatuk]

2.456 – Whale feast, dole [young Inupiat boy wearing kuspuk standing on tundra holding possibly muktuk, Nulakatuk. Cf. .2.126, .2.679]

2.457 – Whale feast, dole [two women wearing parkas standing on summer tundra holding basin filled with meat, Nulakatuk. Cf. .1.70]

2.458 – Whale feast, dole [two men standing on summer tundra, flagpole at right, possibly umiak in foreground, Nulakatuk]
2.459 – Whale feast, dole [people on summer tundra, person in motion past flagpole at right, possibly umiak in foreground, Nulukatuk]
2.460 – Whale feast, dole [woman wearing parka bending over bucket on summer tundra, other people seated nearby, Nulukatuk]
2.461 – Whale feast, dole [men on summer tundra standing around whale meat pile, whale bones nearby, possibly umiak in foreground, Nulukatuk]
2.462 – Whale feast, dole [distant view of men standing on summer tundra, possibly praying over whale meat, American flag on pole at left, spectators sitting in foreground, Nulukatuk]
2.463 – Whale feast, dole [similar to .2.462]

B4
2.464 – Koonookuowruk’s crew resting [three Inupiat men wearing white parkas sitting under umiak on ice]
2.465 – Koonookuowruk’s crew resting [two Inupiat men wearing white parkas sitting under umiak on ice, one standing at left, rifle propped against umiak]
2.466 – Koonookuowruk’s crew resting [supplies gathered under umiak on ice, including paddles and seal float]
2.467 – Peter throwing line for seal [Inupiat man on edge of ice, footprints in snow in foreground]
2.468 – Nablukatowruk, Jennie & Lulu [two Inupiat girls playing on tundra, one jumping on end of board, one stationary. Cf. .2.98]
2.469 – Ice piles off point in July [beach and sea ice]
2.470 – Ice piles off point in July [drift ice just off shore]
2.471 – Ice piles off point in July [similar to .2.469]
2.472 – Midnight sun over the ice, May? 1933 & frost cloud beyond ice [scenic of ice. Cf. .1.63. has print]
2.473 – Midnight sun over the ice, May? 1933 & frost cloud beyond ice [time-lapse photography of midnight sun]
2.474 – Pretty dog. Color between gray and tan, black nose and around mouth and eyes, dark ears especially toward tips, tan between ears and thin line of tan running down from between ears between eyes toward nose, 1/50, 11 [dog lying on tundra. Cf. .1.35]
2.475 – Our boys passing in canoe [four men in umiak near shore]
2.476 – One dozen seals on ice [men pushing umiak across ice on sled]
2.477 – David’s crew going on ice, 1932 [four Inupiat men in umiak near ice floe with several seal carcasses]
2.478 – Mark & Metcalf crossing ice [distant view of musher and dog team on ice]
2.479 – Unloading walrus meat [four Inupiat men standing near two sleds loaded with meat, meat pile in foreground, umiak in background]
2.480 – Unloading walrus meat [two Inupiat men in umiak pulled up to shore handing meat out to men on shore, one-legged person on crutches standing at left]
2.481 – Unloading walrus meat [man in umiak pulled up to shore, second man lifting meat out of umiak onto ice]
2.482 – Anyox sinking in ice [steamship amid drift ice, man on ice at right. has print]
2.483 – Anyox sinking in ice [two ships in drift ice, probably Northland and Anyox. Has print]
2.484 – Anyox sinking in ice [close-up of repairs made to hull of Anyox. Has print]
2.485 – Planes, movie outfit, old timers [four men standing next to Northern Air Transport Bellanca CH-300 Pacemaker airplane tail number NC10365. Cf. .2.68]
2.486 – Planes, movie outfit, old timers [Northern Air Transport Bellanca CH-300 Pacemaker airplane tail number NC10365]
2.487 – Planes, movie outfit, old timers [Alaska Native man and two white men standing on summer tundra, all wearing driving caps, man at right wearing white kuspuk with chest pockets, buildings in background]
2.488 – Planes, movie outfit, old timers [villagers gathered around unseen airplane]
2.489 – Archdeacon [two white men standing on beach next to rowboat, man at left, possibly Everett Watrous, holding jacket, man at right wearing driving cap and cardigan sweater, drift ice in water. Has print]
2.490 – Archdeacon [person wearing parka standing on winter tundra next to triangular wood-plank structure. Original neg underexposed]
2.491 – Trip to Alaska [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, standing next to International Boundary sign, automobiles parked next to building with sign “Portal, N.D., U.S.A., U.S. Customs”]
2.492 – Trip to Alaska [man and woman standing on ship deck next to cannon, sailor in back]
2.493 – Trip to Alaska [scenic of mountains, sign for Connaught in foreground]
2.494 – Trip to Alaska [scenic of low hills taken from train]
2.495 – Trip to Alaska [view down railroad tracks, mountain in distance]
2.496 – Trip to Alaska [fence with sign “The Great Divide, Alberta – British Columbia, altitude 5332 feet,” stone marker in left foreground, mountain in distance]
2.497 – Trip to Alaska [close-up of sign in .2.496]
2.498 – Trip to Alaska [two sailors raising American flag on ship]
2.499 – Getting driftwood above high water mark [four people struggling with large log on beach. Has print]
2.500 – Getting driftwood above high water mark [similar to .2.499]
2.501 – Our boat [four men paddling boat through drift ice]
2.502 – Our boat [two men in small boat with sail approaching beach]
2.503 – Our boat [similar to .2.502]
2.504 – Going ashore, Cora [man carrying woman through water to beach]
2.505 – Everett by Peter’s umiak [white man, Everett Watrous, wearing fancy fur parka, standing next to umiak on rack in winter, buildings in background]
2.506 – Mr. Sullivan, prospector [white man posed on summer tundra, buildings in background]
2.507 – Mr. Sullivan, prospector [two white men, man from .2.506 at left, possibly Everett Watrous at right, standing in doorway of wood-shingled building]
2.508 – Archdeacon’s greenhouse [interior of greenhouse. Has print]
2.509 – Graham Laiblin plane [three men wearing fur parkas standing next to Graham & Laiblin Stinson S or SM2 airplane on skis, engine heater at right, possibly including William Graham and George Laiblin]
2.510 – Graham Laiblin plane [distant view of two men standing next to Graham & Laiblin Stinson S or SM2 airplane on skis]
2.511 – Graham Laiblin plane [Graham & Laiblin Stinson S or SM2 airplane in flight]
2.512 – Pack ice [scenic of ice]
2.513 – Pack ice [scenic of ice]
2.514 – Pack ice [scenic of ice]
2.515 – Pack ice [distant view of woman wearing parka, standing near large ice ridge. Cf. .1.32]
2.516 – Pack ice [distant view of woman wearing parka, standing next to large ice chunk. Has print]
2.517 – Pack ice [scenic of ice. Cf. .1.52]
2.518 – Pack ice [scenic of ice. Has print]
2.519 – Swimming pictures [three people swimming in ocean]
2.520 – Swimming pictures [three young Inupiat women sitting in water near beach]
2.521 – Swimming pictures [three young Inupiat women and one white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, swimming in ocean]
2.522a-e – Early snaps to be intensified [strip of 35mm film with five exposures of Inupiat man crouched in entrance to snow cave or igloo]
2.523 – Early snaps to be intensified [two people wearing parkas standing on top of barabara or meat cache in winter. Original neg deteriorated]
2.524 – Early snaps to be intensified [distant view of person carrying child on shoulders across tundra]
2.525a-e – Early snaps to be intensified [strip of 35mm film with five exposures of close-up of man wearing parka on ice]
2.526 – Early snaps to be intensified [seal hunter wearing parka and carrying long pole hauling seal carcass across ice. Double exposure]
2.527 – Early snaps to be intensified [line of children standing on winter tundra next to person wearing parka seated on snow, possibly cutting meat at meat cache, two dogs at right. Original neg underexposed. Has neg]
2.528 – Early snaps to be intensified [two men with dog teams on winter tundra]
2.529 – Early snaps to be intensified [distant view of person wearing parka standing on ice ridge]
2.530 – Early snaps to be intensified [person wearing parka pulling small sled across winter tundra. Has print]
2.531 – Early snaps to be intensified [musher with dog team stopped near building, other buildings in background. Has print]
2.532 – Early snaps to be intensified [distant view of two people wearing parkas standing next to airplane on skis, engine covered, no markings visible]
2.533 – Early snaps to be intensified [two men wearing parkas standing on winter tundra, buildings in background]
2.534 – Early snaps to be intensified [person wearing parka standing next to barabara or dwelling in winter, sled frame in front, buildings in background. Has print]
2.535 – Early snaps to be intensified [two men wearing parkas standing on winter tundra, buildings and low sun in background]
2.536 – Early snaps to be intensified [person wearing parka. Original neg deteriorated]
2.537 – Early snaps to be intensified [distant view of dog team lying in snow, sled in center, two men standing on ridge or dwelling roof at right with second sled, third sled in center background]

2.538 – Early snaps to be intensified [woman wearing parka. Original neg deteriorated]

2.539 – Early snaps to be intensified [scenic of beach or tundra. Original neg deteriorated]

2.540 – Early snaps to be intensified [Inupiat man wearing parka, mukluks, and mittens and carrying rifle in case standing on beach]

2.541 – Early snaps to be intensified [young Inupiat man standing on beach holding bird]

2.542 – Early snaps to be intensified [distant view of dwelling on tundra, dog team lying in snow near sled]

2.543 – Early snaps to be intensified [two birds on cliff face. Original image blurry]

2.544 – Bleaching seal skins. Igloos in background covered with snow, some brown spots showing, snow on ground, skins on top are bleached seal skins, white, below iron gray reindeer skin, heavily furred winter skins, gray whale bones, natural wood poles. Seal skins pegged out. Sam’s place & Emma, Moses and Fannie [person bending over skin on summer tundra, seal float at left, dogs in dog yard in background, building in distance. cf. .1.7]

2.545 – Bleaching seal skins. Igloos in background covered with snow, some brown spots showing, snow on ground, skins on top are bleached seal skins, white, below iron gray reindeer skin, heavily furred winter skins, gray whale bones, natural wood poles. Seal skins pegged out. Sam’s place & Emma, Moses and Fannie [drying rack on winter tundra, with furs and skins]

2.546 – Bleaching seal skins. Igloos in background covered with snow, some brown spots showing, snow on ground, skins on top are bleached seal skins, white, below iron gray reindeer skin, heavily furred winter skins, gray whale bones, natural wood poles. Seal skins pegged out. Sam’s place & Emma, Moses and Fannie [skins staked out to dry on summer tundra, dogs next to sled in dog yard, building in background]

2.547 – Bleaching seal skins. Igloos in background covered with snow, some brown spots showing, snow on ground, skins on top are bleached seal skins, white, below iron gray reindeer skin, heavily furred winter skins, gray whale bones, natural wood poles. Seal skins pegged out. Sam’s place & Emma, Moses and Fannie [two people bending over staked skin on summer tundra, dwellings or buildings in background. Has print]

2.548 – Ugruk intestine drying [drying rack on summer tundra with intestines and furs]

2.549 – Snipes in a mud hole [wading birds in puddle on tundra, building in background]

2.550 – Ahkalukik River & pond [distant view of river, Akalolik Creek?]

2.551 – Ahkalukik River & pond [scenic with lake and low hills]

2.552 – Ahkalukik River & pond [scenic with river, rolling hills]

2.553 – Schooner C.S. Holmes [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, holding visor and eyeglasses and standing on ship deck]

2.554 – Schooner C.S. Holmes [white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, posed at ship steering wheel]

2.555 – Schooner C.S. Holmes [white man standing on ship deck]

2.556 – Schooner C.S. Holmes [view of four-masted ship from lightering boat]

2.557 – Schooner C.S. Holmes [similar to .2.556. cf. .1.20]

2.558 – Crowbill’s nest on rocks, Cape Thompson [birds on cliff face]
2.559 – Crowbill’s nest on rocks, Cape Thompson [cliff face. Original image blurry]
2.560 – Getting drinking water from pack ice that was washed ashore during storm in the fall, Evelyn, Carry and Arthur Jensen [Inupiat woman and child wearing fur parkas standing on beach, child holding large chunk of ice, two dogs lying on snow, harnessed to small sled at left. Has print]
2.561 – Getting drinking water from pack ice that was washed ashore during storm in the fall, Evelyn, Carry and Arthur Jensen [Inupiat woman chopping at ice chunk with hatchet]
2.562 – Alice with Enoch in mother’s parkee [portrait of Inupiat woman wearing print parka with fur trim carrying child, buildings in background]
2.563 – Herder’s lookout [three men wearing parkas standing at entrance to subterranean chamber, shovel and snowshoes in snow]
2.564 – Ida in snow entrance [Inupiat woman wearing print parka standing in entrance to barabara or dwelling. Original neg deteriorated. Has print]
2.565 – Dog team [musher with dog team stopped on tundra, outhouse or outbuilding in background]
2.566 – Seymour with dogs [man in dog yard, dogs chained to whalebone posts]
2.567 – [Inupiat man on tundra holding two large pieces of baleen, pile of baleen in foreground, second person bending over pile of whale meat at left, sled next to tent at right, rope in small ice hole in left foreground]
2.568 – [man wearing parka, mukluks, and mittens, standing on beach]
2.569 – [man standing next to stilt dwellings, King Island? Original neg deteriorated]
2.570 – [scenic of water. Original neg deteriorated]
2.571 – Our walrus [two men cutting meat on ice, two other men near umiak in background]
2.572 – Our walrus [group of men hauling walrus carcass onto ice, umiak at left]
2.573 – Daniel with big mittens [young Inupiat boy posed on tundra next to building. Has print]
2.574 – Dancing at Browning Hall [Inupiat dancing in hall, American flags on walls. Original neg deteriorated]
2.575 – Dancing at Browning Hall [interior of hall, spectators seated along walls, stove at left, American flag at right, blurred motion in center]
2.576 – Dancing at Browning Hall [people dancing. Original neg underexposed]
2.577 – Eunice and Dora with Calvin on Dora’s back [two Inupiat women standing next to snow bank, one wearing print parka and carrying child]
2.578 – Andrew by staked trail [Inupiat man carrying rifle standing next to wooden post on tundra]
2.579 – Playground in ancient village [scenic of tundra with buildings in background]
2.580 – Edge of ice before crush? [drift ice near shore, bow of umiak in foreground]
2.581 – Dogs and sleds [group of children near large sled being pulled by one dog, buildings in background. Has print]
2.582 – Dogs and sleds [two dog teams stopped in village, buildings in background. Has print]
2.583 – Puppies & Arthur’s sled [two small dogs on winter tundra]
2.584 – Puppies & Arthur’s sled [two small dogs next to sled made from wooden crates, dwellings in background]
2.585 – Bird asleep by lagoon [bird sitting on beach]
2.586 – Ruins of Pt. Hope house belonging to woman who founded Pt. Lay [hillock on tundra]
2.587 – Summer sun, July 24? [time-lapse photography of midnight sun over ocean]
2.588 – Our crew minus Rekok & Ruth, canoe full of walrus [six men in umiak pushing away from shore]
2.589 – Trail over ice [scenic of tundra. Original neg deteriorated]
2.590 – Little Diomede [scenic of coastline from water]
2.591 – Little Diomede [dwelling with pane-glass window, wood siding, skins on roof]
2.592 – Little Diomede [wood-sided houses on steep hillside]
2.593 – Little Diomede [two Inupiat woman wearing fur parkas with geometric trim posed next to skin drying racks]
2.594 – Little Diomede [Inupiat woman wearing fur parka walking down cobblestone path between houses and cobblestone walls]
2.595 – Little Diomede [view down cobblestone alley or Arctic entry, doorway at end. Original image blurry. Has print]
2.596 – Little Diomede [wood-sided houses on steep hillside. Has print]
2.597 – Little Diomede [distant view of villagers loading or unloading umiak on beach, two umiaks on racks at left]
2.598 – Little Diomede [village scene, with houses, cobblestone walls, drying racks, dogs at right]
2.599 – Little Diomede [large group of women and children gathered near skin drying racks, houses in background]
2.600 – Little Diomede [children gathered near pile of supplies in foreground, umiaks on racks in background, houses on steep hillside in distance. Has print]
2.601 – Little Diomede [view of village from water. Has print]
2.602 – Little Diomede [large group of women and children gathered near skin drying racks, laundry on clotheslines at left, cobblestone wall at right, buildings in background]
2.603 – Making ugruk line, Wilson and Rex [two young Inupiat boys cutting strips of bearded seal hide for harpoon line, building in background, Little Diomede? Has print]
2.604 – Making ugruk line, Wilson and Rex [similar to .2.603]
2.605 – Bird’s nest on tundra [close-up of chick in nest in grass]
2.606 – Rex asleep in bed [man sleeping on sled on ice, dog team lying at left]
2.607 – Mumungeena’s igloo [dwelling interior with platforms]
2.608 - ?Samuel by meat cellars [man wearing parka standing on tundra, sled and whalebones at left, buildings in background]
2.609 – Boys dancing, Bernard and Daniel furnishing the music [four young Inupiat boys on tundra]
2.610 – Reindeer meat to North Star [large group of people in umiak near shore, more people on beach at left]
2.611 – Ferrying dogs across Myrret Inlet [four men in umiak with dogs]
2.612 – Boys wringing clothing, mending umiak, walrus attack [Inupiat woman using needle and thread or sinew to repair hole in umiak covering. Cf. .1.15]
2.613 – Boys wringing clothing, mending umiak, walrus attack [large group of people in umiak]
2.614 – Boys wringing clothing, mending umiak, walrus attack [people on beach hauling umiak onto shore, several men in umiak]
2.615 – Boys wringing clothing, mending umiak, walrus attack [two young men on beach, possibly wringing clothes, people gathered near umiak at left, young Inupiat man walking at right]
2.616 – Boys wringing clothing, mending umiak, walrus attack [Inupiat elder man standing next to umiak with hole in it, seal poke or float on beach. Cf. .1.14]
2.617 – Boys wringing clothing, mending umiak, walrus attack [close-up of hole in umiak, with seal float or poke]
2.618 – Boys wringing clothing, mending umiak, walrus attack [young Inupiat boy sitting on walrus carcass on beach]
2.619 – Ducks & birds [two eggs on beach near rock and grasses. Has print]
2.620 – Ducks & birds [pile of bird carcasses on winter tundra, frozen water in background. Has print]
2.621 – Pack ice that drifted in during storm in the fall [scenic of ice near beach. Has print]
2.622 – Pack ice that drifted in during storm in the fall [scenic of ice near beach, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
2.623 – Pack ice that drifted in during storm in the fall [scenic of ice near beach]
2.624 – Pack ice that drifted in during storm in the fall [scenic of ice near beach. Has print]
2.625 – Dinah, Sunday clothes, David’s family [Inupiat woman sitting on house steps, wearing Western-style coat with fur trim, pearl necklace, leather gloves, mukluks]
2.626 – Dinah, Sunday clothes, David’s family [portrait of Inupiat woman wearing fur parka standing on summer tundra. Cf. .3.58]
2.627 – Dinah, Sunday clothes, David’s family [same woman as in .2.626, showing back of parka]
2.628 – Dinah, Sunday clothes, David’s family [Inupiat family posed on summer tundra, same woman as in .2.626, all wearing fancy fur parkas]
2.629 – [white boy, possibly Arthur Watrous, standing next to building, Akutan?]
2.630 – [distant view of ship in bay, boardwalk in foreground, Akutan?]
2.631 – [closer view of ship in .2.630]
2.632 – [similar to .2.630]
2.633 – [distant view of ship in bay, building and dog in yard in foreground. Original image blurry]
2.634 – [closer view of ship in .2.633]
2.635 – [similar to .2.630]
2.636 – [Alaska Native woman standing on boardwalk next to building as white woman carrying boy, possibly Myrtle and Arthur Watrous, walk up boardwalk, Akutan]
2.637 – Moving whale meat to village by dog [bird’s eye view of people loading sleds on ice near shore, dog team lying in snow in foreground]
2.638 – Moving whale meat to village by dog [distant view of musher and dog team on ice]
2.639 – Cutting up whale [group of men pulling large piece of whale meat along ice, rope lines in foreground, more people at right. Cf. .1.43]
2.640 – Cutting up whale [bird’s eye view of large group of people butchering whale carcass on ice, open water in background]
2.641 – Cutting up whale [three men on shore cutting meat and two men in umiak pulled up to whale carcass, seal float at right]
2.642 – Cutting up whale [close-up of whale meat on ice]
2.643 – Cutting up whale [men in umiaks butchering whale carcass. Has print]
2.644 – Cutting up whale [three men pulling whale meat across ice. Original image blurry]
2.645 – Cutting up whale [similar to .2.642]
2.646 – Cutting up whale [bird’s eye view of three people cutting whale meat on ice, open water in background]
2.647 – Cutting up whale [two people standing near whale carcass pulled into shore, meat on ice]
2.648 – Cutting up whale [large group of people cutting meat on ice, two people with sled in center, man bringing in rope at left, tent in background]
2.649 – Cutting up whale [similar to .2.646]
2.650 – Cutting up whale [close-up of whale carcass in water, bow of umiak in background]
2.651 – Cutting up whale [distant view of large group of people at ice edge, rope with block and tackle stretched out on ice]
2.652 – Cutting up whale [close-up of man standing on whale carcass, cutting meat]
2.653 – Cutting up whale [three people on ice near meat piles, one in center, two loading sled at right]
2.654 – Cutting up whale [Inupiat man wearing sunglasses standing next to pile of meat on ice edge, other meat piles and people in background]
2.655 – Cutting up whale [Inupiat man in umiak extended out over whale carcass, man using long pole to cut meat. Cf. .2.118]
2.656 – Cutting up whale [butchering whale carcass on ice edge, three men in umiak at left, more men on ice]
2.657 – Cutting up whale [woman in center bending over whale carcass, other people in background]
2.658 – Cutting up whale [men hauling large pieces of whale meat over ice, ropes with block and tackle in foreground]
2.659 – Cutting up whale [men butchering whale, some leaning out from ice edge at left, two standing on small ice platform in water at right, two seal floats at right]
2.660 – Eskimos cutting up large whale. Whale black on outside, meat red, men’s coats white with generally brown fur face pieces, inflated seal skin in foreground on water dark brown, water around whale quite bloody. Use your own judgment about all of these. Everett J. Watrous, South Lancaster, Mass. [group eating muktuk on ice, white woman in center, possibly Myrtle Watrous, wearing fur parka and mukluks]
2.661 – Eskimos cutting up large whale. Whale black on outside, meat red, men’s coats white with generally brown fur face pieces, inflated seal skin in foreground on water dark brown, water around whale quite bloody. Use your own judgment about all of these. Everett J. Watrous, South Lancaster, Mass. [whale carcass in water along ice edge, seal float in foreground]
2.662 – Eskimos cutting up large whale. Whale black on outside, meat red, men’s coats white with generally brown fur face pieces, inflated seal skin in foreground on water dark brown, water around whale quite bloody. Use your own judgment about all of these. Everett J. Watrous, South Lancaster, Mass. [whale carcass tied to shore ice, umiak pulled up next to it, birds flying over carcass. Cf. .1.51]
2.663 – Eskimos cutting up large whale. Whale black on outside, meat red, men’s coats white with generally brown fur face pieces, inflated seal skin in foreground on water dark brown, water around whale quite bloody. Use your own judgment about all of these. Everett J. Watrous, South Lancaster, Mass. [five men in umiak pulled up to partially butchered whale carcass, seal float at left. Cf. .1.54]

2.664 – Dancing at whale feast [four people dancing on skin on tundra, whalebones in background, Nulakatuk. Has print]

2.665 – Dancing at whale feast [similar to .2.664. has print]

2.666 – Dancing at whale feast [two women dancing on skin on tundra, whalebones in background, Nulakatuk. Has print]

2.667 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [young Inupiat man holding long pole with hook standing on ice next to meat covered with blanket]

2.668 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [small tent set up near ice edge, umiak at right]

2.669 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [man sleeping on sled covered with caribou hide under umiak, wooden crates on ice, paddle at right. has print]

2.670 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat man wearing sunglasses and white parka with fur trim reclining in umiak. Cf. .1.66. has print]

2.671 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [two men standing near umiak on ice, seal float wrapped in rope and spear in foreground]

2.672 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [young Inupiat man standing on sled runners, white woman, possibly Myrtle Watrous, in sled basket, dog team at left, tents on ice in background]

2.673 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [view down shore to two umiaks hauled out onto ice. Cf. .1.33]

2.674– 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [three men sleeping in umiak, man in back with two rifles on lap, man sleeping on caribou hide on small sled in background, pole with hook on ice at right]

2.675 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.674, man carrying rifle walking in background]

2.676 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [three men on sled on ice, dogs lying in snow at right, small tent in background, channel carved into ice from tent to foreground. cf. .1.37]

2.677 – 36. Whale camp on ice. E.J. Watrous [similar to .2.674]

2.678 – Bob feeding his dog team whale meat, 1/50, 11 [Inupiat man standing on ice, holding pole with hook holding meat, three dogs in harness eating meat]


2.680 – 59. Whale feast. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat woman wearing print parka bending over to cut meat, other people in background, Nulakatuk]

2.681 – 59. Whale feast. E.J. Watrous [large group of men seated under umiak on summer tundra, two men in center bending over pan filled with whale meat, third man walking at right, Nulakatuk]

2.682 – 59. Whale feast. E.J. Watrous [large group of people gathered on summer tundra, cooking fire in foreground, Nulakatuk]
2.683 – 59. Whale feast. E.J. Watrous [Inupiat women cutting whale meat on summer tundra, woman standing at left wearing print parka and holding ulu, meat and basins on ground]
2.684 – 59. Whale feast. E.J. Watrous [six Inupiat men on summer tundra, some bending over pan filled with whale meat, one walking towards camera holding muktuk, whalebones in tundra, possibly umiak in foreground]

Series 3: Prints
B5
3.1 – [Archdector’s greenhouse, interior of greenhouse. Neg 2.508]
3.2 – [Cape Thompson, scenic of cliffs along coast. Neg. .2.17]
3.3 – [Cape Thompson, scenic of rock formation on coast. Neg .2.6]
3.4 – [Meat cellars, drying meat, close-up of meat. Neg 2.366]
3.5 – [Whale tackle, close-up of rope in ice hole, block and tackle on ice. Neg .2.115]
3.6 – Game in snow [Ducks & birds, pile of bird carcasses on winter tundra, frozen water in background. Neg .2.620]
3.7 – Summer camp. E.J. Watrous [Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk, or Ayugatak, distant view of tents on tundra, dog team staked in front, laundry on clothesline at right, mountains in background. Neg .2.354]
3.8 – 1931, Jimmy’s canoe that caught the whale [umiak on shore ice, paddles up. Neg .2.91]
3.9 – [Cutting up whale, men in umiaks butchering whale carcass. Neg 2.643]
3.10 – [Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time, dog team on ice, man bending over sled at center, umiak at left. Neg .2.394. same as .3.120]
3.11 – [36. Whale camp on ice, Inupiat man wearing sunglasses and white parka with fur trim reclining in umiak on ice. Neg .2.670]
3.12 – [63. Whale bone, Inupiat man wearing fur parka and mukluks standing outdoors holding two large sheaves of baleen, buildings in background. Neg .2.100]
3.13 – [bird’s eye view of man on ship deck using pole to cut whale carcass pulled alongside. Negative number in lower right partially cropped on print. Cf. .3.44]
3.14 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [white man posed on docks with harpoon points, second man standing in doorway in background, fire blazing in building]
3.15 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [harpoon gun]
3.16 – Ernest Kuggler, gen. manager Pacific Whaling Co., Akutan, Alaska, 1935-1940, showing off a whale harpoon [white man wearing suit posed on dock with harpoon point, water in background]
3.17 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [bird’s eye view of man on ship deck coiling rope. Negative number in lower right partially cropped on print]
3.18 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [whalers on dock, whale carcass being hauled onto dock with ropes, open water in background]
3.19 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [bird’s eye view of man on ship deck leaning over side above whale carcass pulled alongside. Negative number in lower right partially cropped on print]
3.20 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [close-up of whale carcass on dock]
3.21 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [whale carcass on dock, building at left, whalers at right. Negative number in lower right partially cropped on print]
3.22 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [four whalers on dock attaching rope with block and tackle to tail fin of whale carcass]
3.23 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [whaler atop whale carcass on dock, building in background]
3.24 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [close-up of whaler atop whale carcass on dock]
3.25 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 907-7 [close-up of whale carcass on dock with incisions in skin]
3.26 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [distant view of whalers next to whale carcass on dock, building in background]
3.27 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [distant view of whalers next to whale carcass on dock, water in background]
3.28 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [bird’s eye view of man on ship deck pulling on chain attached to tail fin of whale carcass]
3.29 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [whalers pulling carcass into dock, man at right holding long pole. Printed backwards. Negative number in lower right partially cropped on print]
3.30 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [back of breaching whale]
3.31 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [whalers pulling carcass into dock, large chain in foreground. Negative number in lower right partially cropped on print]
3.32 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 907-1 [birds flying over whale carcass in water]
3.33 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 905- [view of whale carcass from ship deck]
3.34 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [bird’s eye view of ship deck and whale carcass alongside]
3.35 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 907-5 [close-up of whale carcass]
3.36 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [view down ship deck to two whalers manning harpoon gun. Cf. .3.43]
3.37 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 907-6 [close-up of whale carcass]
3.38 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [close-up of whale carcass]
3.39 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 907-3 [whaler standing next to whale carcass on dock, buildings in background]
3.40 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [close-up of rope and block and tackle on ship mast]
3.41 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 905- [view of whale carcass from ship deck]
3.42 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 905- [similar to .3.41]
3.43 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [similar to .3.36]
3.44 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [similar to .3.13]
3.45 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [on image:] 903-1 [close-up of whale carcass, jawbone?]
3.46 – Akutan, Caucasian whaling [two whalers standing on whale carcass in water, bow of boat in foreground]
3.47 – Andrew and “Saturday Evening Post” ads [young Inupiat man wearing fur parka with walrus-tusk gussets posed indoors, possibly in tent, magazine advertisements pinned to wall. Neg. .2.409]
3.48 – [group portrait of Inupiat men, women, and children outside building, possibly Point Hope schoolhouse]
3.49 – A fence of whale jaw bones [distant view of whalebone or wood construction on tundra, chief’s grave marker in cemetery. Cf. .2.373]
3.50 – [person wearing parka standing next to barabara or dwelling in winter, sled frame in front, buildings in background. Neg 2.534]
3.51 – [Inupiat woman and children posed outside entrance to barabara or dwelling, dog on roof in background. Neg .2.75]
3.52 – [Ida in snow entrance, Inupiat woman wearing print parka standing in entrance to barabara or dwelling. Neg .2.564]
3.53 – [30. Igloos, sod houses, exterior of barabara or dwelling in winter, dog tied to whalebone post. Neg .2.53]
3.54 – [Little Diomede, view down cobblestone alley or Arctic entry, doorway at end. Neg .2.595]
3.55 – [30. Igloos, sod houses, carcass, possibly walrus, on floor of dwelling, coffee pot at left, wood plank and whalebone supports in background. Neg .2.52]
3.56 – An ice igloo after 2 days of rain [person standing next to igloo]
3.57 – [group portrait of three people standing next to barabara or dwelling in summer, woman wearing print parka and mukluks, young man wearing visor, hip boots, and Western style clothing, young girl wearing fancy fur parka and lace-up boots]
3.58 – [Inupiat woman wearing fur parka standing next to building. Cf. .2.626-627]
3.59 – [38. Peter & Lennie, two Inupiat men wearing white parkas with fur trim seated on reindeer blankets on tundra, one man wearing visor and looking at sheaf of papers. Neg .2.80]
3.60 – Grace and Niguwanna, #22 [two Inupiat women wearing fur-trimmed kuspuks and smoking pipes posed on tundra, stack of canned goods on ground including evaporated milk, building in background. Neg .2.36]
3.61 – [Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family, two Inupiat women posed with four children on tundra in summer, buildings in background. Neg .2.294]
3.62 – [Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family, two Inupiat women seated on building steps, both wearing fur-trimmed kuspuks and mukluks. Neg .2.293]
3.63 – [Point Hope natives, Roy Vincent and family, Inupiat woman wearing fur-trimmed kuspuk carrying infant posed on tundra in winter, wire mesh fence in background, buildings in distance. Neg .2.288]
3.64 – Roy Vincent and family [Point Hope natives, Inupiat man, woman, and child sitting on tundra in summer, man wearing driving cap, mukluks, and fur parka with walrus-tusk gussets and holding camera, woman wearing fur-trimmed kuspuk and knit cap. Neg .2.290]
3.65 – [two Inupiat women standing outside tent, one woman wearing fur-trimmed kuspuk and mukluks, one-legged woman on crutches at right wearing fur parka with walrus-tusk gussets and geometric decoration]
3.66 – [60, blanket toss on tundra, ocean in background. Neg .2.97]
3.67 – [blanket toss on tundra, probably Nulakatuk. Neg .2.442]
3.68 – [Dancing at whale feast, two women dancing on skin on tundra, whalebones in background, Nulakatuk. Neg .2.666]
3.69 – [Dancing at whale feast, four people dancing on skin on tundra, whalebones in background, Nulakatuk. Neg .2.665]
3.70 – [Inupiat men dancing on tundra, probably Nulakatuk. Neg .2.444]
3.71 – Bidarki on sled [bidarka or kayak on sled, three seal carcasses beneath it, three more carcasses on ice]
3.72 – E.J. Watrous [white man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing knit cap, kuspuk, and mukluks, sitting on whalebone on beach]
3.73 – Getting driftwood above high water mark, four people struggling with large log on beach. Neg .2.499
3.74 – Archdeacon, two white men standing on beach next to rowboat, man at left, possibly Everett Watrous, holding jacket, man at right wearing driving cap and cardigan sweater, drift ice in water. Neg .2.489
3.75 – Two men sitting on tundra in summer. Original image blurry
3.76 – Man wearing sunglasses, knit cap, and parka standing on ice
3.77 – White man wearing eyeglasses and fur-trimmed parka standing on ice, holding camera
3.78 – Three men standing on dock, each holding two fish, probably Akutan whaling station
3.79 – Man standing at end of dock, small buoy or marker in water in distance, probably Akutan whaling station
3.80 – Line of children standing on winter tundra next to person wearing parka seated on snow, possibly cutting meat at meat cache, two dogs at right. Neg .2.527
3.81 – Group of Inupiat men and women gathered on tundra, person in foreground carrying large load on back, pile of supplies in background. Cf. .1.21
3.82 – E.J. Watrous [Seal skins pegged out, Sam’s place & Emma, Moses and Fannie, two people bending over staked skin on summer tundra, dwellings or buildings in background. Neg .2.547]
3.83 – Distant view of person standing on pile of ice on beach
3.84 – Koonooknawruk’s crew resting [36. Whale camp on ice, man sleeping on sled covered with caribou hide under umiak, wooden crates on ice, paddle at right. Neg .2.669]
3.85 – Chester and Paulie and families leaving to go aboard Northland for Kivalina, Alaska Native man loading dog into umiak, second dog on beach preparing to jump in, second man steadying umiak, men paddling boat in background. Neg .2.324
3.86 – Charlie in kayak, #20, Alaska Native man standing on beach next to two carcasses, possibly walrus. Neg .2.260
3.87 – Person wearing parka pulling small sled across winter tundra. Neg .2.530
3.88 – Making ugruk line, Wilson and Rex, two young Inupiat boys cutting strips of bearded seal hide for harpoon line, building in background, Little Diomede? Neg .2.603
3.89 – Bob setting hooks for kittiwakes or seagulls, 1/50, 8, Inupiat man bending over ice hole, two strings with hooks on ice, near pile of meat. Neg .2.396
3.90 – Mrs. Kawanna cutting up seal, Inupiat woman and two children on tundra in summer, woman cutting meat, sled frame at right, barabara and buildings in background, Point Hope? Neg .2.295
3.91 – Starting for reindeer corral, Nov. 1935, missionary & wife on left, thermometer way below zero & stiff wind rose before we reached home, one cheek & 1 nose frozen, 4-5 miles to corral from White Mountain village [group portrait of two white couples, including Everett and Myrtle Watrous, two white children, including Arthur Watrous, and Alaska Native woman standing next to sled, dog team at left, buildings in background]
3.92 – School at White Mt. Alaska, March 1936 [group portrait of schoolchildren and teachers outside White Mountain school]
3.93 – Sewing class, White Mt. Alaska, March 1936 [group portrait of school girls and teachers outside White Mountain school]
3.94 – Native cabins are at the right of gov’t buildings at White Mt. Alaska, Jan. 1936 [distant view of White Mountain]
3.95 – Gov’t buildings at White Mt., Alaska, Jan. 1936, teacher’s residence second from left, in front [distant view of White Mountain]
3.96 – Janice Audrey Kimball, age 4 yrs., White Mt. Alaska, Nov. 1935 [white girl wearing fur parka, carrying doll in parka hood, standing on boardwalk in front of building, White Mountain]
3.97 – Virginia & Janice, Nov. 1935, note ice, nice to ride over in dog team, as we did! [two white girls wearing fur parkas standing on building porch]
3.98 – Virginia Helen Kimball, age 4 yrs., White Mt. Alaska, Nov. 1935 [white girl wearing fur parka, carrying doll in parka hood, standing on boardwalk in front of building, White Mountain]
3.99 – [Daniel with big mittens, young Inupiat boy posed on tundra next to building. Neg .2.573]
3.100 – [Getting drinking water from pack ice that was washed ashore during storm in the fall, Evelyn, Carry and Arthur Jensen, Inupiat woman and child wearing fur parkas standing on beach, child holding large chunk of ice, two dogs lying on snow, harnessed to small sled at left. Neg .2.560. same as .3.124]
3.101 – [31. Children, Alaska Native boy on ship deck. Neg .2.64]
3.102 – [Eskimo baby carriages, young Alaska Native girl carrying infant in oversize parka, posed on tundra in winter, buildings in background, Point Hope? Neg .2.329]
3.103 – [young Alaska Native boy and girl sitting on tundra in summer, buildings in background]
3.105 – [18, person standing next to automobile parked outside building. Neg .2.5]
3.106 – [Akutan pictures, rooftop view of building complex, possibly Akutan whaling station. Neg .2.184]
3.109 – [Ducks & birds, two eggs on beach near rock and grasses. Neg .2.619]
3.111 – Looking toward Mt. Shishaldin from Sanak [scenic of sunset, with buildings in foreground]
3.112 – Old Russian church in Sanak, torn down now [church in distance at left, woman standing with four children at right]
3.113 – The village of Morchozovi, Alaska, from the steps of the Greek Catholic church. 40 died in one week of the flu in 1929. In 1931, all but 6 died. Not a child left in the village [bird’s eye view of new Morzhovoi village, grave markers in cemetery in foreground, buildings and Bechevin Bay in background]
3.114 – [Reindeer at fawning season, herder’s camp at Ahyogatuk, reindeer herd in winter, with calves, Ayugatak? Neg .2.348]
3.115 – [reindeer herd. Neg .2.346]
3.116 – [reindeer herd. Neg .2.342]
3.117 – [reindeer herd. Neg .2.341]
3.118 – [Travel, Inupiat family posed on sled, buildings in background, Point Hope? Neg .2.297]
3.119 – E.J. Watrous [Carl Hank’s dogs tied up, teams from Point Lay tied up, dog lying on beach with litter of puppies. Neg .2.308]
3.120 – [Moving umiak over ridge in ice, 4 a.m., office for last time, dog team on ice, man bending over sled at center, umiak at left. Neg .2.394. same as .3.10]
3.121 – [Dogs and sleds [group of children near large sled being pulled by one dog, buildings in background. Neg .2.581]
3.122 – [musher with dog team stopped near building, other buildings in background. Neg .2.531]
3.123 – E.J. Watrous [Carl Hank’s dogs tied up, teams from Point Lay tied up, dog with litter of puppies in dog yard, tied to whalebone post. Neg .2.309]
3.124 – [Getting drinking water from pack ice that was washed ashore during storm in the fall, Evelyn, Carry and Arthur Jensen, Inupiat woman and child wearing fur parkas standing on beach, child holding large chunk of ice, two dogs lying on snow, harnessed to small sled at left. Neg .2.560. same as .3.100]
3.125 – [Dogs and sleds, two dog teams stopped in village, buildings in background. Neg .2.582]
3.126 – [several people standing outside next to building with large dog team pulling sled. Cf. .1.29]
3.127 – Dog teams hauling the freight from beach in Pt. Hope [dog teams on tundra in summer, man standing at right, man carrying sack on shoulder at left, buildings in background]
3.128 – Dyameed Is [Little Diomede, view of village from water. Neg .2.601]
3.129 – Dyameed Is [Little Diomede, children gathered near pile of supplies in foreground, umiaks on racks in background, houses on steep hillside in distance. Neg .2.600]
3.130 – Dymaeed Is. [view of village from water, with stilt houses and large wood-sided building, Little Diomede or King Island?]
3.131 – Dyameed Is. [Little Diomede, wood-sided houses on steep hillside. Neg .2.596]
3.132 – [three men crouched in snow next to Northern Air Transport Stinson SM-1F Detroiter airplane tail number NC404M]
3.134 – [Pack ice, scenic of ice. Neg .2.518]
3.135 – [scenic of ice, with pool of open water in center]
3.136 – [Midnight sun over the ice, May? 1933 & frost cloud beyond ice, scenic of ice. Neg .2.472]
3.137 – Lena [Pack ice, distant view of woman wearing parka, standing next to large ice chunk. Neg .2.516]
3.138 – [Pack ice that drifted in during storm in the fall, scenic of ice near beach. Neg .2.621]
3.139 – [Pack ice that drifted in during storm in the fall, scenic of ice near beach. Neg .2.624]
3.140 – E.J. Watrous [24. Ice in fall, scenic of surf on beach. Neg .2.45]
3.141 – Dancing at whale feast, four people dancing on skin on tundra, whalebones in background, Nulakatuk. Neg .2.664]
3.142 – [steamship in drift ice, possibly Anyox, men walking on ice at right]
3.143 – [steamship in drift ice, possibly Northland, two men on ice near ship]
3.144 – [silhouette of steamship in drift ice at sunset or sunrise]
3.145 – [Anyox sinking in ice, steamship amid drift ice, man on ice at right. Neg .2.482]
3.146 – [Anyox sinking in ice, close-up of repairs made to hull of Anyox. Neg .2.484]
3.147 – [Anyox sinking in ice [two ships in drift ice, probably Northland and Anyox. Neg .2.483]
3.148 – [whaler standing on dock next to sperm whale jaw, building in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.149 – [man standing on top of partially butchered whale carcass on dock, buildings in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.150 – [three men cutting whale carcass on dock, buildings in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.151 – [small whale carcass on dock, one man holding jaw open, one man using flensing knife, two men standing in background, buildings in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.152 – [whaler posed holding flensing knife, standing on dock next to whale carcass, buildings in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.153 – [whale carcass on dock, possibly sei whale, buildings in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.154 – [two whalers standing next to tail fin of whale carcass, chain tied to tail, buildings in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.155 – [seven whalers standing on dock next to small carcass, possibly whale, buildings in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.156 – [two men standing next to whale carcass on dock, possibly sei whale, third man cutting carcass at left, buildings in background, probably Akutan whaling station]
3.157 – [similar to .3.156, with two men, one man posed facing camera]
3.158 – [woman posed next to trees in wooded area]
3.159 – [man, possibly Everett Watrous, wearing suit and necktie and holding hat posed in wooded area]
3.160 – [man and woman, possibly Everett and Myrtle Watrous, sitting on couch in living room, framed image hanging on wall]
3.161 – [older woman and younger woman posed outdoors, barn and automobile in background]
3.162 – [two men and two women posed on sidewalk outside building]
3.163 – [three women posed next to same building as in .3.162]
3.164 – [young woman standing outside same building as in .3.162]
3.165 – [man and two women posed on steps of building, both women sitting in man’s lap]
3.166 – [man and woman posed outside same building as in .3.162]
3.167 – [woman, two children, and three dogs sitting on lawn, small tent pitched at right, building in background. Cf. .3.171]
3.168 – [woman posed outside same building as in .3.162]
3.169 – [man holding woman, posed outside same building as in .3.162]
3.170 – [man and woman posed in field]
3.171 – [woman and two dogs sitting on lawn, same woman as in .3.167]
3.172 – [man doing handstand outside same building as in .3.162]
3.173 – 1. One and two are real good I think, these are all that came out, the other was a double exposure as you remember, sorry I did not send them sooner, Huby [group portrait of men and women posed on lawn, gazebo in background at left, several people holding books. Cf. .3.181]

3.174 – 2. Per usual, Helen with her head bowed in reverence to you, with that very quiet attitude, Henby[?] [group portrait of men and women posed on lawn]

3.175 – [man, two women, and young girl posed outside house]

3.176 – [young man and woman sitting on stoop outside house, root cellar door open at left]

3.177 – [two men and woman posed outside same building as in .3.162]

3.178 – [woman wearing V-neck sweater, necktie, skirt, and plaid tights posed next to water]

3.179 – [woman sitting on low stone wall]

3.180 – Champlain Bridge, dedicated Aug. 26 [bridge across Lake Champlain between Crown Point, New York and Chimney Point, Vermont, 1929?]

3.181 – [similar to .3.173]

3.182 – [older man and woman posed outdoors next to tree. Cf. .3.184]

3.183 – [older woman wearing coat with fur trim standing on boardwalk, possibly same woman as in .3.182, Coney Island?]

3.184 – [older man and woman posed outdoors next to tree, different woman than .3.182]
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